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        The submission is for a practice-based PhD by Published Work, encompassing a body of art, produced since
2001, divided broadly into two concurrent practices: computer-controlled, video-based animations; and live-
action video pieces.These works programmatically address issues about art and art-making and the
communicability of art to its audiences.The project tested whether a curator might develop a creative practice
driven specifically by curatorial concerns, and based on technical skills acquired in curatorial practice,
particularly in gallery education and interpretation. Do 20 years of curatorial judgements equip you to make
viable judgements within creative practice? Arising from this, the unifying characteristic of the works covered,
and the central concern of the research, is their tendency towards self-interpretation.
In addition, the project developed a set of subsidiary themes: the scope for a presentational relationship
between artists’ books and digital media; an examination of the TV title sequence as a model for the high-
frequency repetition of gallery video presentations; and, in particular, a specific vocabulary of synthetic time-
lapse imagery, under computer control.
The project addresses first themes which fall between the curator’s perspective and the artist’s: starting points
and inspiration; curatorial and creative responsibility; language and communication; milieu; and issues of
completion and closure.Then it turns to the audience and its expectations, and issues of endurance,
concentration and information. An ongoing project addresses the repetitive nature of art and its dependence
on its own history.
The project offers reflective conclusions on: a programmatic approach; curatorial concerns as a basis for
creative practice; the educational and audience-oriented approach and self-interpretation; and performance-
based video and code-controlled, video-based animation.
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PAGE 9This submission is for a practice-based PhD by Published
Work. It encompasses a body of art, produced since 2001,
divided broadly into two types of practice which have been
advanced concurrently: computer-controlled, video-based
animations; and live-action video pieces.
The animations are produced over periods of several years,
involving careful planning, filming, and heavy post-production
including code-writing.Three of these works are the mainstay
of the submission: Ah! This life is so everyday (after Patrick
Caulfield); John Bull War and Peace; and 1000 Piece Deluxe. Each
is the focus of a separate chapter in this text, but their
development was bound up with production of the live-action
pieces, and description and discussion of these is included
accordingly.These works, usually spoken pieces to camera, are
by contrast more spontaneous and represent shorter
production periods, but have been subject to successive
experimental re-edits.
The purpose of each strand of practice has been the same,
programmatically to address issues about art and art-making
and the communicability of art to its audiences.These
concerns directly reflect my background as a curator and
gallery director and stem from my long observation of artists
at work and of the audiences who encounter their products.
In broad outline, the project tested whether a curator might
develop a creative practice driven specifically by curatorial
concerns, and based on technical skills acquired in curatorial
practice.Arising from this, the unifying characteristic of the
works covered, and the central concern of the research, is
their tendency towards self-interpretation.
The project implies a position, in respect of general working
approaches, which advocates the deliberate planning of
purpose, the pragmatism of addressing a real audience directly,
CHAPTER 1:
Introduction
This chapter provides a general
overview of the project as a
whole, and identifies the main
pieces of work involved. It
outlines the areas of interest
addressed by the research, and
describes the content of the
other chapters of this text.
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION PAGE 10and the divulgence by the artist to his audience of as much
information as possible about the intention and function of his
work.This is a personal rather than a prescriptive position, but
I would contend that it would withstand application beyond
the practice described here, and indeed beyond the type of
practice described here.
In addition, the project developed a set of very particular
subsidiary themes: the scope for a presentational relationship
between artists’ books and digital media; a preoccupation with
TV title sequences as a model for the high-frequency
repetition of gallery video presentations; and, in particular, a
specific vocabulary of synthetic time-lapse imagery, under
computer control.
In the course of the project, these interests and features have
converged, leading to the concept, proposed as the conclusion
to this submission, for a major, complex artwork, called 1000
Piece Deluxe.This would achieve the scale of its ambition
through development by computer code; it would harness the
televisual authority imparted by speed-related video effects, in
particular the webcam; and it would serve the primary
purpose of a direct and self-explanatory communication with
the audience. It would, moreover, close a gap in the thematic
range of the project, addressing the role of art history in art
production and the question of the productivity of the artist.
Much of the detail necessary to realise the piece has been
developed as part of the project, and evidence of working
computer-based models are included in the submission.
In Chapter 2 the context for the project is elaborated, a
research proposition and theoretical position are outlined, and
the general methods used in the project are described.
The completed works encompassed by the submission,
except the artist’s books, are presented on disc, and are
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION PAGE 11represented within the text by stills.All this material is
described in detail in Chapters 3 and 4, where each work is
treated in the same way, with a brief visual description and,
where appropriate, technical elaboration, followed by an
account of the circumstances of its development, realisation,
and the thinking behind it. In some cases, I have included
further proposals, made from the vantage point of the late
date of this report, for minor modifications or wholesale
revisions to these works.
The work was divided into two distinct phases, each of which
led to a new solo exhibition accompanied by a publication;
each is dealt with in a separate chapter.
These chapters, 3 and 4, incorporate quotation of the texts
from the two publications, and other texts previously
published on the artist’s websites.The texts, which contain
circumstantial anecdote, represent contemporaneous notes
on the experiment, the evidence for it, and they remain part
of the artworks they refer to; they are a major element of the
claim of those works to self-interpretation; and as such they
lie at the heart of what is arguably the main issue of the study.
Chapter 5 addresses the ongoing project, 1000 Piece Deluxe.
Chapter 6 reflects on the full range of material within the
project and offers conclusions in the context of the themes
the study seeks to address: a programmatic approach;
curatorial concerns as an appropriate basis and subject matter
for creative practice; the educational and audience-oriented
approach and self-interpretation; and performance-based
video and code-controlled video-based animation.
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION PAGE 12CHAPTER 2: Context, Research
Proposition and
Methods
PAGE 13I was trained as an exhibition organiser and had worked for
twenty years as a curator, much of that time as Director of
The Winchester Gallery, when I embarked upon a one-year,
part-time artist’s residency in the digital media suite at
ArtSway, the contemporary art venue in the New Forest.The
objective was the application of skills learnt in the curatorial
arena, and particularly in gallery education and interpretation,
to inform a new creative practice. Do 20 years of curatorial
judgements equip you to make viable judgements within
creative practice? The residency was the platform for the first
phase of this submission, and led to the solo exhibition at
ArtSway, Loss of Gravity.
The relationship between curatorship and the creative
practice of the artist has always been an intimate one. Mainly
this is a matter of mutual dependency between the activities
of separate individuals. But there are instances where the two
activities are combined in one person’s practice.
A ready historical example is the work of the pioneering
photographer Alfred Stieglitz (1864-1946). Early in the
twentieth century, his determination to secure recognition of
photography as an art form led him into the promotion
through exhibition and publication, first of the work of fellow
photographers, and then of painters and sculptors.Today we
would recognise this as a curatorial engagement, and Stieglitz’s
reputation and legacy are as much that of an impresario of
modern art as of one of its practitioners. In the later years of
the century, the urge of young artists conspicuously to take
charge of their own commercial destinies made the artist-
curated exhibition a common phenomenon.The student
show, Freeze (1988), led the way, curated by Damien Hirst in a
London Docklands warehouse, a key moment in the
emergence of the Young British Artists.
CHAPTER 2:
Context, Research
Proposition and Methods
This chapter describes the
background against which the
research has been conducted
and outlines the specific
questions which have guided it,
and the methods used.
CHAPTER 2: CONTEXT,R ESEARCH PROPOSITION, AND METHODS PAGE 14In the meantime, many artists, such as Susan Hiller (1940) or
Christian Boltanski (1944), adopted broadly curatorial
strategies, essentially taxonomical techniques, collection,
cataloguing and display installation, as part of their expressive
repertoire.The organisational approach of contemporary
practitioners like Francis Alys, marshalling the engagement of a
large crowd of participants, may perhaps also be seen as
curatorial in origin.And curatorship itself is clearly creative,
particularly in the most recent sense in which  it has been
cast, as a kind of eclectic narratorship.
But curatorship is largely untested as a preparation for an
effective stand-alone creative practice. Arguably, this applies all
the more to the question of the particular viability, in the
context of creative practice, of small-venue/small-team
contemporary art gallery directorship, and the skill-set which
such a position may require, give rise to, or develop.The self-
sufficiency required by such curatorship may be the necessary
condition for curatorship to be a substitute for a conventional
creative training, readily equating as it does to the established
solo practitioner status of most artists. Specifically, and in my
case, the skills developed in such a context, and then creatively
reapplied, are: general editorial skill; video editing; and
computer graphics for publishing design or computer-based
gallery interpretation.There are other cases in the present era:
the photographer Andrew Cross, for instance, was curator of
the James Hockey Gallery in Farham before his photography
career took off; but he had trained as an artist in the first
instance. Similarly Bryan Biggs, Director of the Bluecoat
Gallery in Liverpool, trained as an artist, and has maintained a
parallel practice in drawing throughout his curatorial career.
But in neither example is it quite the case that curatorial
traning and experience is the readily identified origin of
creative practice.
CHAPTER 2: CONTEXT,R ESEARCH PROPOSITION, AND METHODS PAGE 15My initial pitch for the ArtSway residency, the effective starting
point for the project, was that I wanted to develop the
creative potential of the Flash movies I had learned to
construct for the purposes of computer ‘kiosk’ presentations
to interpret a range of touring exhibitions. Each movie would
be the film of the book, to be presented alongside a so-called
‘gallery book’ – a one-off artist’s book, in effect – which would
be the book of the film. Each would explain the other.
In effect, the project worked towards answering the following
questions: how might a complex artwork deliver a more
rewarding experience to its audience through the
accommodation within itself of an exposition of its own
purposes, and more particularly an element of interpretation?
Can an artist, interpreting his own actions, communicate the
interpretation as part of those actions? My hypothesis was
that viewers will engage more readily with a complex
contemporary artwork if they recognise its purpose as self-
evident and find it to be self-interpreting.There is a further
underlying assumption here, of course, that viewer
engagement is the overriding purpose.
There is now a well-established practice in publicly-funded
venues of offering explanation and contextualising analysis of
artworks as part of the service to audiences, as part of the
development of audiences, and the furtherance of an
educational remit for galleries.This often creates an obtrusive
secondary communicative presence in the exhibition space
which may be ultimately hostile to the artwork’s own capacity
for communication; the ‘facts’ distract from the experience. It
may be that the artist can be resistant to submitting his or her
material to such treatment, or reticent about what his or her
intentions were, for fear of de-mystifying the work to its
disadvantage, or simply because they have never articulated
their purpose in the first place. Is the solution for the artist to
CHAPTER 2: CONTEXT,R ESEARCH PROPOSITION, AND METHODS PAGE 16build into the artwork an element of self-explanation which
renders the intervention of the gallery education officer
redundant? 
At any rate, the orthodoxy that artists are resistant to
interpretation is one maintained to an extent by the gallery
education profession. In 2007, Engage, the organisation set up
by the Arts Council to promote, develop and protect that
profession and provide it with a rallying post, dedicated an
edition of its journal to issues of interpretation, and the
collection of essays it presents provides a snapshot of the
state of the art. Despite the fact that much of the journal is
dedicated to highlighting the valuable role of contemporary
artists as educators and interpreters in museums and galleries,
at no point in the collection is there acknowledgement of the
possibility that an artist might provide interpretation of his or
her own work; much less that they might do so willingly, or as
a key part of their whole creative strategy; or that an artwork
might be self-interpreting.
A pioneer of gallery-based exhibition education, Helen
Luckett, provides an extremely insightful discussion of the
terminology surrounding interpretation, and it might be
usefully quoted here simply for the definition it brings to the
kind of activity which this study proposes, and for the pitfalls it
highlights. But it is additionally worth noting that it also
explicitly states the orthodoxy of artists’ resistance to
explanations of their work:
The term ‘interpretation’ has a history of its own in the life
of art galleries. Like the words used to describe the people
who come to galleries and look at art – audience, visitor,
public, viewer – it has been borrowed from another context
and does not precisely fit; and like that other contentious
designation, education, it is often misunderstood. In the
context of the gallery, every part of its definition – to explain
CHAPTER 2: CONTEXT,R ESEARCH PROPOSITION, AND METHODS PAGE 17the meaning of, to elucidate, unfold, show the purport of; to
translate into familiar or intelligible terms – is fraught.Artists
do not want their work explained or elucidated.Works of
art do not want to have their mystery unravelled and their
magic dissected. Visitors do not want to be talked down to,
and translation, in this sense, is seen as dumbing down.
(Luckett 2007, p.6)
One should perhaps acknowledge that some of the
attribution of reticence to art objects and their makers arises
from the fact that so much of gallery education is concerned
with collection material, much of it historical.
Peter Vergo, writing in 1989 in his own contribution to the
collection of essays he edited on The New Museology, an essay
called ‘The Reticent Object’, described the dilemma faced by
museums and galleries at that time, between an aesthetic (and
uncommunicative) approach to exhibitions, in which
“Understanding”, he says,“is essentially a process of private
communion between ourselves and the work of art; we are
supposed merely to ‘experience’ it, though quite what that
experience is meant to consist of, no one seems prepared to
say” (Vergo 1989, p.48); and one in which exhibited objects
are overwhelmed by the interpretive matter with which they
are surrounded. His piece amounts to a call to fine-tune the
compromise indicated by such a dilemma, and it came in the
opening moments of a phase of huge growth in educational
activity in galleries, and a new emphasis on interpretation.
Vergo foreshadowed this growth in his description of the
prevalent attitudes of the time:
The attitude that objects on display were best left to speak
for themselves persisted, however, until well into the
nineteenth century; indeed, to some extent it is still with us
today.We, from our superior vantage point, tend to look
with disdain at what we think of as the primitive educational
CHAPTER 2: CONTEXT,R ESEARCH PROPOSITION, AND METHODS PAGE 18attitudes of the past.Yet our own attitudes to the question of
the educative function of exhibitions (I use the term
‘educative’ in the widest sense) are, it seems to me, also
open to debate.The frequent success of present exhibitions
in terms of numbers of visitors and income generated merely
masks a profound disquiet within the profession regarding
some of the most fundamental assumptions of the activity in
which we are engaged.We may, as I have suggested, all agree
that exhibitions, in some manner, address themselves to an
audience, and that their aim is, in the broadest terms,
educational.Yet opinions diverge widely as to how that aim is
best achieved – in particular, over the question as to the level
of information or explication appropriate or desirable in the
context of a given exhibition.
(Vergo 1989, p.48)
One of the essays in Strategic Interpretation, by Claire Robins,
quotes Vergo’s piece and is actually called ‘How did the
Reticent Object become so Obliging?’ It proclaims the ability
of contemporary art ‘to elucidate other artworks and
artefacts’. (Robins 2007, p.23) Indeed, the Strategic
Interpretation document is full of references to the
employment of artists to interpret material other than their
own creative production, and to do so in a creative way.This
is a comfort if one is starting to fear for the open-mindedness
of the gallery educator, and suggests that it would be only a
short step to recognise the many possibilities for and of self-
interpretation. Indeed, the editorial which introduces the
publication concludes with an account mapping the
characteristics of good interpretation, which to my reading
makes the idea of self-interpretation compelling and
inescapable:
Good interpretation springs from the methods and
mentalities of art practice itself. It illuminates the habits of
CHAPTER 2: CONTEXT,R ESEARCH PROPOSITION, AND METHODS PAGE 19thought through which we understand art. Good
interpretation allows artworks to be difficult, complex and
resistant to interpretation.Through what is visible, and the
invisible knowledge that can be brought to bear, good
interpretation beguiles, intrigues, keeps everyone looking,
thinking and arguing. Interpretation may not be art, but good
interpretation has an artistic dimension.‘There is an aesthetic
consciousness at work,’ said art historian Griselda Pollock,‘in
trying to find forms of presentation and contextualisation
that are sympathetic to the artworks [we are] dealing with.’
(Griselda Pollock in conversation with Karen Raney, Art in
Question, (2003) Continuum Press, p.156)  
(Raney 2007, p.5)
It seems reasonable to ask, in light of this statement, whether
it might not be that good art can spring from the methods
and mentalities of interpretive practice.
In the course of addressing this kind of question, by the
second phase of the project, and specifically the proposal for
the suite of works called John Bull War and Peace, it was
apparent that a new vocabulary was developing in the work
based on the use of the computer to imitate time-lapse
photography in video to a variety of purposes. I was intrigued
by the potential of this new vocabulary and syntax, borrowed
mainly from television for the articulation of a publicly
accessible fine art practice. I would argue that proliferation of
instances of slow-motion, and time-lapse (‘overcranking’ and
‘undercranking’ respectively), and the dynamic use of the still
image in film and TV, particularly in advertising and title-
sequencing, makes them effective techniques for establishing
visual authority. Could their use – or more particularly the
imitation of them - in gallery-presented fine art video and
computer-controlled animation broaden the compass and
apparent temporal reach of such work, and guarantee
suspension of disbelief?
CHAPTER 2: CONTEXT,R ESEARCH PROPOSITION, AND METHODS PAGE 20M Me et th ho od ds s
Through a process of practice, reflection, critical evaluation
and revisiting of practice, the project yielded tacit knowledge,
expressed mainly in the completed works and indicated by
the commentaries on them.The methods used broadly
conform to most definitions of Action Research, for instance as
defined by Cohen, Manion and Morrison (2007, pp.299 –
302): the research works on participants’ own problems; it
seeks to improve practice; it is problem-solving; it is
undertaken in situ; it is methodologically eclectic; it requires
reflection; it builds on professional development; and it is an
ongoing cycle of diagnosis, planning, implementation and
evaluation. In respect of one characteristic which is a
debatable inclusion in the definition of Action Research – its
collaborative or participatory nature – it arguably falls short:
direct collaboration and participation are confined to one
element of the project, the piece Title Sequence, which has
given its name to the whole. General participation is confined
to the audiences for the works at their various points of
exhibition.These elements of collaboration and participation
are a significant aspect of the overall project. It should be
noted, however, that although audience response, monitored
first-hand in exhibitions of the work, and in dialogue following
artist’s talks, informed the reflective nature of the practice
described, an audience survey does not form part of the
research.
The principal instrument for creation of the work was
editorship in various forms, some of them arguably quite
extreme: the reduction of significant durations of recorded
activity to a sequence of just a handful of stills; the breakup of
a simple video image into its component objects and
backgrounds for the purposes of re-ordering or manipulating
its meaning; or the virtual forfeiture, or delegation, of editorial
control to a sequence of algorithms.
CHAPTER 2: CONTEXT,R ESEARCH PROPOSITION, AND METHODS PAGE 21This strategy was set out in my pitch for the ArtSway
residency. My stated goal was to make gallery art by taking my
fairly recently developed understanding of interpretive media
– video, and interactive, computer-based Flash sequences –
and developing movies which both explained, and were
explained by, an accompanying book.These were envisaged as
artist’s books, artworks in book form, which I termed ‘gallery
books’ for their one-off nature and explicitly public purpose.
Development of these items would build upon my experience
in editing, designing and publishing short-run gallery
publications. My efforts would yield pairs: the book of the film;
and the film of the book.The issue of content hung in the air,
unresolved, but one thing was clear: the purpose was to
educate, to lay bare through art the experience of making it,
and making it from a curatorial perspective.
The very first piece of work which I embarked upon within
the period of the residency, and which is specific to it, Ah! This
life is so everyday (after Patrick Caulfield), addresses head-on
the very issue of uncertainty over content. Shortly after I
began work on it, a series of accidental decisions led me to
develop a sense of the list of other topics to be addressed,
progressively over a sequence of works, and over a period,
quite possibly, of years.
This list of topics follows, representing what I refer to here as
a programmatic approach. By way of early introduction to how
the list has guided the substance of the study, the name of the
piece in which each theme is manifest is given with the topic
description:
P Ph ha as se e 1 1:: L Lo os ss s o of f G Gr ra av viit ty y ( (A Ar rt tS Sw wa ay y R Re es siid de en nc cy y) )
The title, Loss of Gravity, acknowledged an implicit obligation to
professional seriousness incumbent on the curator, to which
the artist is arguably not subject.
CHAPTER 2: CONTEXT,R ESEARCH PROPOSITION, AND METHODS PAGE 22In this phase, the themes equivocated between the curator’s
perspective and the artist’s:
• Starting Points and Inspiration: the search for meaning in
meaningless events, equated with confrontation of the ‘blank
canvas’ (Ah! This life is so everyday (After Patrick Caulfield))
• Curatorial and Creative Responsibility (Thrown Pot (after
Emmanuel Cooper))
• Language and Communication: how we describe and
categorise in the arts, in a way which transcends subject,
content and method. (Girl on a Swing (after Fragonard))
• Milieu: curatorship and creativity as socially dependent
phenomena (Good and Bad at Games (after Michael
Andrews))
• Issues of Completion and Closure (Land)
P Ph ha as se e 2 2:: JJo oh hn n B Bu ullll W Wa ar r a an nd d P Pe ea ac ce e ( (B Br ra ac ck kn ne ellll G Ga alllle er ry y,, S So ollo o
E Ex xh hiib biit tiio on n) )
In this phase, the themes were focused on the audience:
Expectation, Endurance, Concentration and Information.
• Expectation (and Endurance) (John Bull War and Peace)
• Concentration Span (Oncoming Traffic)
• Interpretation (The Making of John Bull War and Peace;The
Making of Oncoming Traffic;Title Sequence)
C Cu ur rr re en nt t W Wo or rk k ( (C Ch ha ap pt te er r 5 5) )
• Art as a repetitive process (1000 Piece Deluxe)
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PAGE 24There are few media better suited to the creation of what I
have termed in this study a complex artwork than HTML, the
language of websites. It offers endless possibilities, between a
range of complicating factors: the scope for interaction; the
faceless nature of the audience; the opportunity to embed a
range of media such as movies and sound; the scope for
linkage between any number of internal and external
elements.Yet the potential of hypertext as a vehicle for
associating a commentary or explanation with a particular
artefact, of actually embedding that association within the
artefact, is a simple concept.
Postcard from Chestnut Walk, a web-based artwork completed
at the commencement of the ArtSway residency discussed
here, represents a useful (non-gallery) first attempt at a simple
piece of self-interpretation applied to a complex artwork.The
work itself gives a full account of its context and the thinking
behind its making, via a text which is an intrinsic part of it, a
page on the site which could be reached from within the
piece itself. The pages are on a CD as an appendix to this
submission.
The piece bore upon some of the issues I eventually
addressed within the ArtSway residency, a fact highlighted in
the account later in this chapter of the computer-controlled
animation, Ah! This life is so everyday (after Patrick Caulfield).
CHAPTER 3:
LOSS OF GRAVITY
This Chapter describes the
works produced as part of the
2001-02 ArtSway Digital
Media Residency, and shown in
the exhibition Loss of Gravity.
Its centrepiece is the work 
Ah! This life is so everyday
(After Patrick Caulfield).
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P Po os st tc ca ar rd d 
f fr ro om m C Ch he es st tn nu ut t W Wa allk k 
2001
8 HTML pages 
and Flash Movie
commissioned by 
Reading Borough CouncilThrown Pot was nearly something quite different. In April, with
a classic craft exhibition
3 about to occupy the main gallery at
ArtSway, there was a sense in which it was appropriate to
assert the continued presence on the premises of digital
media.The task was in effect to make an advertisement for
myself, to be screened at the gallery entrance.
The idea for the piece I planned stemmed from an interest in
the title sequences of TV dramas, particularly those from
America. Unlike almost any other kind of film or television,
these sequences are made in the knowledge that they will be
intentionally broadcast for repeated viewing, week after week
before each episode, and in this one respect they are akin to
video presentations in galleries, which loop after only seconds
or minutes, subjecting the lingering onlooker to all the risks of
repeated exposure. In typical TV title sequences, very small
and often very mundane fragments of the programme’s
episodic substance are inflated into something pompous,
grandiloquent, portentous; the particular, minor details of the
script harnessed to convey the flavour and universal themes
of an entire production. I was interested to see if I could take
fragments of speech plausibly drawn from the everyday life of
T Th hr ro ow wn n P Po ot t
( (a af ft te er r E Em mm ma an nu ue ell C Co oo op pe er r) )
2002
video 
for continuous 
gallery presentation 
30 seconds
Addresses the role and
responsibilities of the curator
and the artist.A fixed view of a
gallery, where an exhibition of
ceramics has been partially laid
out on plinths.The artist, his
back to the camera and shoes
squeaking on the polished
concrete of the floor, walks the
length of the gallery, turns, and
is seen to be carrying an
evidently fragile bowl in his
cupped hands. He turns again
and pauses, facing back down
the gallery, and launches the
bowl into the air.The bowl
floats gently down and settles
on one of the plinths with a
slight rattle.The artist walks
back down the gallery.
Also shown in Vaga-Lume
experimental video festival,
Instituto de Artes UFRGS, Porto
Alegre, Brazil, 2003. Reverse-
footage version first shown
ArtSway April 2002.
CHAPTER 3: LOSS OF GRAVITY PAGE 26a digital media artist and create a sequence which suggested
all the overblown drama and imminent disaster of a police
series or space adventure.The whole was to be threaded
around an image of what would reveal itself to be a remote
control unit cast to the desk in temper, wheeling through slo-
mo space and flying apart on impact. Computers offer any
number of ways of creating objects and making them float
through space, free of gravity.The attraction of doing so is
strong, as was the urge on this occasion to over-emphasize
the digital nature of what I was doing.
4
But the piece was never started. For on the day I arrived in
Sway to work on it, Emmanuel Cooper’s beautiful, intense but
airy ceramics were just coming out of their travelling cases. I
recognised immediately that the gloomy, noisy production I
was planning would be utterly out of place, and I abandoned
it, relieved at finding a reason to postpone my amateur acting
debut. But less than an hour later, I had launched my career as
a mime artist. For I had observed a striking similarity between
the remarkable textures of Emmanuel Cooper’s vessels and
the otherworldly landscapes encouraged by the 3-D
modelling programme I had been learning and with which I
had planned to construct my flying remote control.
5
That afternoon, the flying remote control gave way to a flying
vessel, a virtual ceramic pot, which took a few moments to
make, a few more to make fly, and very many hours to land
accurately.At this time I was in the middle of a project for the
Winchester Gallery which involved videoing a number of craft
makers as they worked in their studios, among them two
ceramicists.
6 Whilst I was familiar from the films of others with
the principle of throwing a pot [refers to the creation of a
vessel on a potter’s wheel], it was only the visits I had recently
made which had brought home to me the momentary nature
of a pot’s creation, that in terms of the basic form, one
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CHAPTER 3: LOSS OF GRAVITY PAGE 27moment it is not there and the next it is. My sense of this off-
on suddenness suggested to me an appropriateness in the
idea of a digital pot.
But before I could make my pot, the staff took their lunch
break, and for a few minutes I had their gallery to myself.
Knowing I could not do what I had to do in front of them, I
hurriedly set up a tripod, and with the camera running walked
the length of the room, concentrated hard, and flung the as
yet imaginary object into the void above its real and fragile
counterparts. I have read very many artists’ accounts of their
work in which they explain that the process is the thing, the
performative aspect of their activity the important part, and
that what we are left to look at in the gallery or on the page
is only the trace, the residue, the record of their work.There
will be none of that here. Nevertheless, the sense of
schoolboy mischief which I felt in that silent space, performing
the mime in my squeaky shoes, made for a precious moment
and set the tone. Having been responsible as an exhibition
organiser for very many craft displays over the years, suddenly
I had the run of one for which I was not responsible, and with
the help of the computer I was misbehaving accordingly. It is
an irony I have reflected on since that it was probably the
judgement of an exhibition organiser rather than that of an
artist which led me to abandon my original plan for the work.
3. Emmanuel Cooper, Ruthin Crafts Centre touring exhibition
4.When Thrown Pot was originally shown with the Emmanuel Cooper
exhibition, it ran backwards.The pot gently rose from the plinth like a
flying saucer, and flew to my waiting hands. I wanted people to think
“how’s that done? Oh it’s running backwards!” before realizing it was a
montage. But I was too taken up with the idea of sleight of hand; the
piece was a simple idea, quickly realised, and should be shown and seen
as such.
[This footnote in the Loss of Gravity text records the beginning
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CHAPTER 3: LOSS OF GRAVITY PAGE 28of the idea of using ‘special’ video techniques – here reverse
footage - to impart credibility to the otherwise implausible]
5. Bryce 5
6. Hand to Eye, sates.org/making it work/Southern Arts Visual Index Projects,
2002, curated by Sara Roberts and Rebecca Cairns, features earthenware
by Joanna Still and porcelain by Margaret O’Rorke.
(Gillett, 2002a, pp.11-12)
This work is the outcome of my very first experiments in
writing computer code to control the elements of a video
image.At its heart, the piece is about an artist dealing with
the proverbially intimidating ‘blank canvas’, about finding the
way to get started. It was inspired by the experience of
witnessing a young man swear at a flock of birds, and finding
myself desperately wishing the birds would swear back.
My wish that those birds would swear back was a challenge to
long odds. I loved that old idea of the monkey on a
typewriter, eventually, given enough time, producing a line of
Shakespeare.A computer is, amongst other things, a
typewriter that can operate itself.The fact that it can give a
A Ah h!! T Th hiis s lliif fe e iis s s so o e ev ve er ry yd da ay y
( (a af ft te er r P Pa at tr riic ck k C Ca au ullf fiie elld d) )
2002
computer-controlled
live animation 
unlimited duration 
A fixed view of a clear sky on a
summer’s day.The sounds of
holidaymakers and passing
traffic. In the centre of the
frame, a Union Jack flutters in
a light breeze. Successive
waves of seagulls fly high
overhead. In each wave, groups
of birds fly into letter
formations.The choice of letters
seems random, and if they
spell recognisable words, the
birds have dispersed and flown
on before a sure reading is
possible.
CHAPTER 3: LOSS OF GRAVITY PAGE 29passable impression of making entirely unpredictable decisions
enables it here to take part in the Shakespeare experiment,
without the monkey. I used it to recreate my flock of birds,
then tipped the odds massively in favour of them spelling out
a four-letter word in their flight patterns.
Someone told me recently that there are mathematicians or
statisticians… …who can demonstrate that there is no such
thing as random. I have neither the mind nor yet the time to
discover the truth of this. But I like it very much as a plausible
fact, and it suggests to me as its own corollary that there is no
such thing as coincidence, or at least that which we think we
mean by coincidence. For things clearly coincide, but when we
remark upon such coincidence it is because we find it
remarkable, because we believe it to be the manifestation of a
phenomenon or driving force. Coincidence and, so it seems,
randomness, are matters of perception. It is our perceptions
which are the driving force.
1
My residency in the digital media suite at ArtSway
commenced on September 11, 2001.The fate of the twin
towers unfolded over the web and the radio during the day.
Like many people, I took this terrible, global event personally,
and it seemed certain to affect the work I would make. I had
had in mind the form my residency activity might take and the
direction it would lead, but the material I would use was less
certain.A short while earlier I had been commissioned by
Reading Borough Council to make a web-based artwork, in
response to the memorial to Oscar Wilde which the council
had commissioned from sculptor Bruce Williams and poet
Paul Muldoon. My strategy had been to follow the principle of
a book on the subject I had already designed for the council,
by presenting Muldoon’s verses about imprisonment and
freedom in front of a cloudy blue sky. I wanted this sky to be
crossed by a plane with a vapour trail, by way of placing it in
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CHAPTER 3: LOSS OF GRAVITY PAGE 30the present rather than referring to the era of Wilde himself.
Thus that summer I had amassed several hours of video tape
of planes in the sky, and had in mind that on the residency I
would initially work with this material to develop the themes
of flight and escape.
In the back of my mind was the title of an exhibition for
which I had been responsible in the ’eighties, of the work of
Ray Ward, which he had called I Shall Do Nothing But Stare At
The Sky. Now released part-time from my duties as an
exhibition organiser, and with an open brief, I thought this a
good slogan to adopt; the crude metaphor of ‘blue-sky
thinking’ seemed to fit, and I envisaged an optimistic work,
filled with the sound of planes on a summer’s day.
World events on the first day of the residency seemed to
cancel my upbeat agenda.And the fact that it was the very
first day caused me to perceive it as a personal coincidence. I
made high-resolution, colour scans of black and white
photographs of aeroplanes and enlarged them until each pixel
was millimetres wide, finding inadvertent images of fiery
destruction enclosed within.“I have the sense,” I wrote at the
time,“of looking very, very hard at something to discover a
new truth about it.” I went home and continued with Don
DeLillo’s Underworld, a novel I have been reading without
completing for almost two years, so distracting is the precision
of its language.The book has the twin towers on its jacket,
describes warplanes stockpiled in the desert in just the
manner of those civil aircraft depicted in Sunday supplements
after airlines started folding in the wake of the terrorist attack.
There I read:
“A photograph is a universe of dots.The grain, the halide, the little
silver things clumped in the emulsion. Once you get inside a dot,
you gain access to hidden information, you slide inside the
smallest event.” (DeLillo, 1997, p.177)
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CHAPTER 3: LOSS OF GRAVITY PAGE 31So I got along with completing my commission for Reading
and let the sky wait.And then one day the train to Sway
underwent one of those inexplicable pauses, becalmed for a
few minutes on the bridge at Totton which affords fine views
in one direction of all the mighty cranes of Southampton
docks, and of Totton Nature Reserve in the other. Birds, of
indeterminate species, were flocking over the marshland,
swooping and swirling in perfect unison as flocking birds so
often do.The woman across the way commented quietly to
her companion; the youth further down the compartment
looked out and swore luridly. It was an exaggerated reaction
to a wonderful but nevertheless everyday event.Waiting for
the train to move I wondered how the boy would react, what
reserve of expletives he could call upon, had the massing birds
formed themselves into letter shapes to return his
compliments.And that was it. My new agenda was set.The
scene I had envisaged, a major coincidence, could occur; the
task I set myself was simply to interfere with the odds, make it
just a little more likely.And it kept me busy for the next nine
months and counting. I had to video a lot of birds, looking for
the right one; I had to learn new software; then work out
ways to make it do what I wanted it to, only to find that the
operations I was asking the computer to perform were so
complex, or more often so numerous, that the machine just
seized up; or that the results, while just what I was aiming for
that day, looked nothing like natural birds in flight. My children,
still learning to read, are so used to these images on my
screen that they are completely confident that birds in flight
make words. Sometimes I wonder what damage I have done
to their young minds.
The next sustaining coincidence of my residency was the
arrival in ArtSway of the exhibition of prints by Patrick
Caulfield:The Poems of Jules Laforgue. I wrote a degree thesis
on Caulfield, and pasted to its front cover a reproduction of
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CHAPTER 3: LOSS OF GRAVITY PAGE 32the frontispiece image to this very suite of prints Ah! This life is
so everyday.With the simplest of black marks it depicts two
birds crossing a sky-blue void. It sums up the gentle
melancholy of the series as a whole, and encompasses the
idea that a moment may be general and everyday in nature
yet remain the arena for very precise incidents, coincidence
and emotion. My borrowing of Caulfield’s title, itself translated
from Laforgue, seemed inevitable.
I expect the bird piece to have any number of manifestations.
The degree to which one interferes with the odds that govern
its behaviour is debatable: should one give it words as well as
letters? I have considered making it recall the names of all
those lost on 11 September, but this is a task for real birds.
For my children are right: just as the stars made bears and
ploughs for the ancients, because three points always describe
a line or a triangle, real birds do make words in the sky.
1.There are a number of ways to make a computer approximate
randomness in its behaviour, and the one built into the software used to
make Ah! This life is so everyday has more to do with the unpredictable
than with the random, but it affects perception sufficiently for the
purpose.
(Gillett, 2002a, pp. 5-7)
Ah! This life… was the subject of successive attempts at
realisation, and one can track an extensive version history,
representing both small and large shifts of strategy.The earliest
versions may be justified now as proof of concept, though
they were so clumsy in their hopeless naivety that they barely
proved anything.These were made in Flash, like the Chestnut
Walk piece that preceded them, a package designed for, and
better suited to, vector-based animation, rather than the
video-sourced raster images it seemed essential to work with
if the result was to be convincingly presented as video.Thus
the main work of Ah! This life… was conducted in Director, a
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CHAPTER 3: LOSS OF GRAVITY PAGE 33‘multimedia’ package developed by Macromedia. Nowadays it
is owned, and only quietly marketed, by Adobe, and is more
straightforwardly presented as software for computer game
development.The game development tag makes it easier to
understand what it can do, the degree of interactivity it can
permit, and above all, for the purposes of this body of work,
the fact that unlike, say, video-editing software, where the
output is fixed in duration and content, Director allows for the
production of material for presentation on computer which is
potentially open-ended in both its duration and its behaviour.
There were two main versions of Ah! This life… which I
developed in Director.The first was based on the idea that
the birds it depicted would follow an essentially circular flight,
gaining or losing altitude as they completed endless laps, so
that they would occupy positions relative to one another on
an invisible grid which was predetermined for each letter of
the alphabet.The idea of the circular flight suggested a central
object which the birds might be shown to fly around.The
flagpole which features in the final version is a relic of this
thinking, even though the birds fly high above it, in essentially
linear flight.
The original plan required video capture of a bird,
appropriately and consistently lit, following a broadly circular
flight path. Many hours of video were shot to secure such
footage, and many stills were first captured and then manually
retouched to remove the background.These stills were then
introduced as self-contained sequences in Director, where
they were manipulated via a combination of the WYSIWYG
interface and code written for the purpose. Entire flocks of
birds were represented by multiple manifestations of a single
bird viewed from many angles.
One of the problems was that any videoed object, such as a
bird, shot in natural conditions, will take on the colour of the
CHAPTER 3: LOSS OF GRAVITY PAGE 34light in which it is shot, and sits uncomfortably when
superimposed on backgrounds filmed in other conditions.
Finding a bird of the right colour and filming it doing the right
things was almost impossible.
The second difficulty is harder to pin down, but it was basically
a weakness in the design of the piece that produced a falter
or lurch on each cycle. I never fully established whether this
was to do with a simple inefficiency in the code or a flaw in
the overall design, but I noted when revisiting that early
version some years later, the lurch was far less conspicuous on
a more modern machine.This highlights an irony of much of
the work involving this kind of under-informed use of code:
much effort is expended on achieving efficiencies for the sake
of processing speed, which the speed of next year’s processor
model renders wholly unnecessary.
The third and most significant problem with the first Director
version of Ah! This life… was that the fact that each letter was
always represented by the same number and configuration of
birds produced an inescapable clumsiness in the result.This
occasioned the radical re-think which led to the shift to a
wholly different second version.
The technical detail of how these pieces work is unnecessary
to the purpose of this study, but to highlight the problems that
had to be solved, we may usefully summarise here the way
the final version differs from its predecessor. Firstly, the birds
fly in a broadly straight line from the bottom of the screen to
the top.This was inspired by a particular flight of seagulls, wave
upon wave of them, seen one evening during development of
the piece, flying from inland towards the coast.
Linear flight solves a number of problems. It does not require
shots of multiple angles of the same bird, just a little wing-
flapping, and it requires shots only from below, which
CHAPTER 3: LOSS OF GRAVITY PAGE 35unremarkably is the most common view angle of birds in
flight.These two facts made it much easier to get suitable
shots, and crucially, to film the bird that was used in the final
version flying across the very sky which was to provide the
background for that final version, making for a perfect match
of lighting and colour.
But most significant is the way the letters are developed.The
method of the second version is in stark contrast to the fixed
matrix of the first. It produces reasonably reliable but ragged
letters, randomised in their formation and different every
time.They are described by the digital equivalent of a trail of
glue on a Christmas card, sprinkled with glitter (the birds).
Some stick, and the rest fall away.
Reconsideration of Ah! This life... is so everyday eight years on
has brought a startling revelation to me: it poses a simple
problem to which the development and conclusions of this
study have provided, notionally, a simple enough solution.This
piece of work was quite complex for a beginner in the
techniques it sought to apply, and overly ambitious in what it
sought to achieve.The problem was my fixation with motion,
my urge to present a convincing impression of birds in flight
assuming letter configurations.A silly idea, until you reflect, as I
do in the Loss of Gravity text, that flights of birds do
sometimes look as if they could behave in this way. But it is
always a fleeting moment, expressly random, and not the stuff
of successive acts of formation flying.Whatever its other
shortcomings, the work undermines its own credibility by its
formal repetitiveness, which stems, ironically, from its
overcooked desire for credibility, its wish to deceive the
viewer into thinking that this is video.And no one ever thinks
that for more than half a second.
The answer, I have realised, lies in the place which this whole
project points to: the still image.The real instances of random
CHAPTER 3: LOSS OF GRAVITY PAGE 36legibility in the flights of birds are out there all the time. But
they are here and there, now and then; not in a row, one after
the other, to be recorded at one sitting. If you were to
document any of these instances, it would be on an ad hoc
basis, with whatever recording device came to hand, at the
moment the opportunity presented itself: the camera;
someone’s camcorder; your mobile.
Ah! This life… - a piece of work with everyday in the title –
should be a collection of such instances. It would be a relatively
easy matter to rewrite the code to produce an endless
sequence of still images of bird flight in letter configurations,
some legible, some not so, and to superimpose them on the
sky areas of a large collection of random photographs of
urban and rural landscapes. One would have to develop a
method for identifying those sky areas, either automatically, by
pixel-colour sampling, or through a convenient manual process
of mouse-clicks as part of the initial preparation of the piece’s
content files.
I envisage a largely monochrome and grainy presentation, in
look similar to Gone In Thirty Seconds or Title Sequence, to be
discussed in Chapter 4, with various date and time-codes for
added authenticity.The soundtrack would include wind-flubber,
the rustling and footfall of running cameramen, random
expressions of startlement, and so on, and overtly fake
camera-clicks or projector carousel clatter.Vitally, it would also
include a self-interpreting commentary.
The visual aspect of the piece would be so convincing that, as
with John Bull War and Peace, described in the next chapter,
the commentary would be a confessional, a revelation, of the
constructed, artificial nature of the work.The indication of the
John Bull War and Peace experience is that by ‘coming clean’
one actually increases the chance of a suspension of disbelief.
CHAPTER 3: LOSS OF GRAVITY PAGE 37I once heard an unattributed story about the great British
painter,Turner, who was once accosted by a woman at the
opening of a new exhibition of his work:“Mr Turner,” she said,
“I have never seen a sunset like the ones you paint.”To which
Turner replied:“Ah, but madam, don’t you wish you had?”
Such a response would provide the gist of the commentary
for a reworked Ah! This life...
Transcript of Girl on a Swing (after Fragonard):
Drawings are generally considered to be an artist’s most intimate
works.Traditionally associated with the first steps towards the
creation of a painting or sculpture, drawing also serves as a
means for remembering things seen, or for giving form to more
abstract ideas. Some artists make independent drawings as a
parallel practice to works in different media, whilst others use
drawing as their main form of expression. Many artists today use
drawing as one of a number of possible ways in which they might
choose to make work. In all these cases, the physical directness of
drawing, its economy, its association with the creative process, and
its traditionally ambiguous position within the fine arts as being
both fundamental and marginal to the so-called ‘completed work’,
are qualities which are prized and exploited.The American
G Giir rll o on n a a S Sw wiin ng g 
( (a af ft te er r F Fr ra ag go on na ar rd d) ) 
2002
video 
for continuous 
gallery presentation 
3 minutes 30 seconds
The artist at the wheel of a
car: starts the engine; fastens
the seatbelt; moves off;
manoeuvres the vehicle back
and forth around an
indeterminate tree-lined area,
all the while reciting texts
which define or describe the
act of drawing.When the
recitation ends, he halts the car
and switches off the engine.
Version with exterior view of
car and superimposed drawing
first shown ArtSway June 2002.
CHAPTER 3: LOSS OF GRAVITY PAGE 38sculptor Richard Serra summed up the relevance of drawing:
‘Certain aspects of how to draw have been lost over the centuries
because it is not as relevant an occupation as it was. Gericault
could draw a horse jumping out of a barn on fire; that facility has
been lost. On the other hand, artists have learned to draw in
other ways to concretize their experience.’Artists will always value
drawing.They will continue also to find new ways to adapt
drawing to their own ends. It is this capacity for reinvigoration
which ensures that drawing will always be important and
endlessly interesting.Artists are constantly exploring the
possibilities offered by a given medium.This experimentation
applies equally to drawing. Drawing is the trace of an activity. For
some artists, the process of making a work is as important as the
end result. For contemporary artists who are making drawings, a
play on graphic styles - both past and present - and their
associations with a particular context, count among their
resources. Drawing is not a mysterious activity. Drawing is like
handwriting. It is the most intimate and immediate.The touch of
whatever instrument you’re using is crucial. It’s a physical thing.A
drawing makes sense out of nonsense and nonsense out of sense.
A drawing is a means of searching for identity.A drawing is always
made by somebody.
Words based on texts from Out of Line (Cotter, 2001) by
Suzanne Cotter, Maggi Hambling, Carl Plackman.
In this piece the process is the thing; the performative aspect
of the activity is the important part.What remains is only the
trace, the residue, the record of the work.Well again, not
quite.
Thrown Pot had inadvertently introduced the idea that my
residency activity might respond to the exhibition programme
in the gallery. It suggested as well how such a response might
also reflect on my experience as an exhibition organiser. My
over-developed sense of spurious coincidence was again
CHAPTER 3: LOSS OF GRAVITY PAGE 39alerted when the next exhibition in the programme turned
out to be Out of Line, a touring exhibition of drawings from
the Arts Council Collection. In the early 1980s, I was trained
by the Arts Council in its touring exhibition department and
knew well many of the drawings in the show. But more than
this, when I read the catalogue for the first time, I found I
already knew what was written there. For twenty years ago
there was already a well established convention for writing,
editing and presenting the texts which accompany art on
public exhibition.The Arts Council’s Exhibitions Department,
now a function of London’s Hayward Gallery, by touring work
the length and breadth of England with such accompaniments,
played a major part in establishing a standard for this textual
treatment. Nowadays, most publicly funded galleries when
staging an exhibition will provide written explanation of what
is on show, couched in very particular terms and with a very
particular tone.
Many commercial galleries do a similar thing, presumably
finding that helpful guidance on the thoughts and intentions of
the artist encourages the viewer to purchase. But public
funding is the key: bodies accountable for how they spend
their exhibition budgets are obliged to take every effort to
ensure complete understanding on the part of their
audiences: you need not like the work you see there, but you
must be informed, educated, about its significance.This is a
process in which I have freely, gladly and fulsomely
participated for twenty years; I expect to continue to do so,
and indeed here I am, doing so now. But even now, dear
reader, I am looking for a way to hit the brakes hard and send
your head crashing through the windscreen of your own
expectations.
But there are only so many words one can use, and in a funny
sort of way, I realised over again as I read the Out of Line
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CHAPTER 3: LOSS OF GRAVITY PAGE 40catalogue (Cotter, Fisher, 2001), no matter how much the
world and the work moves on, it always comes out sounding
the same. Curators or their hired writers are usually aware of
this, and wherever possible seek the artist’s own words to
lend authenticity and grit to the accounts given. But the artists
are also limited to a particular if different vocabulary, and the
process of isolating their words, editing them, printing them on
the page, again distances them from the inner truths of the
objects and processes they are about. It is a well-known
paradox.There is a bit you cannot explain: you just did it; you
knew you were going to, and you did.The more you move
towards it, the more it edges away.
So I took all the text content from the Out of Line catalogue,
chose the very particular parts of it that suited my purpose,
and re-edited them into a new, spoken account of drawing
which I delivered to camera while I drove my car around a
typically gravelly car park in the heart of the New Forest.Then
I edited the video of the process, to try to make it seem fast
and brutal. I felt the need to demonstrate that what was
written about these gentle pencil marks on fragile paper could
be equally true of Michelins across the dirt, but to maximise
the contrast between the smooth, rounded-off nature of the
text, and the rough, ragged nature of the activity.
As originally shown, a crude tracing of Fragonard’s girl on a
swing was superimposed unconvincingly on the ground
behind the car, in another over-use of the digital which I have
since dispensed with, having come to understand that the
implied drawing, or the audible fact of it, is enough. However, I
have retained the reference in the title, because I chose it
originally for the delicacy, ambiguity and familiarity of the
image, which I hoped would bring out the contradictions I was
getting at: you visit the art gallery, in my case to work in it,
discussing the quality of line on the canvas, the play of light;
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CHAPTER 3: LOSS OF GRAVITY PAGE 41then you drive home and watch cheap telly. I had finally
allowed myself to make my police drama: Bodie and Doyle
driving [The Professionals, 1977-83], with Gilbert and George
in the back seat.
(Gillett, 2002a, pp. 15-16)
When the invitation came to show all of the Loss of Gravity
works in Brazil, Girl on as Swing was initially to be excluded,
because it depended so heavily on spoken English. Regret on
both sides that it could not be shown eventually led to the
idea that it be translated and dubbed into Portuguese. I asked
that instead a Portuguese voiceover be added, that it be a
female voice to make it readily distinguishable from my own,
which would remain just audible in the background, and that I
might supply a new script for translation for the purpose. I
recognised in the possibility of the voiceover the opportunity
to further highlight the potential for deceitful ambiguity in the
use of the language we (curators) apply to art.The idea
occurred to me, even as this negotiation was going on, that I
might also eventually subtitle the voiceover back into English,
and thus further layer up the explanatory language applied to
the original video work, as follows:
So this guy is a British exhibition curator or something,
and he made this video originally to be shown alongside a state-
funded exhibition of British drawings.
The words he's speaking are taken from the catalogue for the
exhibition.
He told me it's the kind of language he's used himself in the
past when writing art essays,
and it's the kind of language that can be used to describe any
kind of drawing,
CHAPTER 3: LOSS OF GRAVITY PAGE 42or any kind of art for that matter, including, I suppose, in this
instance,
the drawing that you could make by driving your car over the
surface of a muddy car park.
The text is about - let's see - the physical directness of drawing,
about artists' use of it to concretize their experience,
about drawing as the trace of another activity.
A drawing, it says, makes sense out of nonsense and nonsense
out of sense.
There's quite a lot of it, and I haven't really got time to translate
it all the way he wants me to.
But I'm an English Language student and I really need the fifty
English pounds he's giving me for the translation 
and I figure that since he doesn't know Portuguese
and since I've said roughly what it's about, that it amounts to the
same thing,
so if you know him please don't tell him I didn't translate it
or he might come after me in his horrible noisy car.
CHAPTER 3: LOSS OF GRAVITY PAGE 43In 2001, just as I was embarking upon my residency there was
a major survey at Tate Britain of the paintings of the late
Michael Andrews, eminent member of the so-called London
School.Twenty years earlier, his retrospective at the Hayward
had affected me greatly. I wanted to paint like that; I wanted
to be his friend.To me these large, ambitious narrative
paintings had the compass of entire films. Film-making was
something I knew nothing about, a collective activity and the
stuff of large corporations. I had no proper sense of
filmmakers as individuals. Painting, it seemed to me then, was
generally the only route by which an individual might exercise
an author’s control over visual narrative.
For me, in front of those works again in Tate Britain last year
the situation was reversed. Painting as an activity seemed like
a closed door, a treat for someone else but not for me. But I
still found myself naïvely thinking of Andrews as some kind of
old buddy, and even more naïvely thinking that, were he to be
embarking on his great projects today, he would revel so
much in the possibilities of digital video: so applicable to his
preferred subjects; so susceptible to the kind of collaged
approach which Tate’s display of preparatory materials now
G Go oo od d a an nd d B Ba ad d a at t G Ga am me es s
( (A Af ft te er r M Miic ch ha ae ell A An nd dr re ew ws s) )
2002 
video 
for continuous 
gallery presentation 
2 minutes 30 seconds
A reflection on the fluctuation
of social fortune in the self-
regarding world of art. In St
Mark’s Square in Venice, as a
group of curators engage in a
relentless cycle of networking,
earnestly circling each other
and contributing to a deafening
babble of party chat, their
images by turn swell with
confidence and vanity or
diffidently shrink to nearly
nothing.
CHAPTER 3: LOSS OF GRAVITY PAGE 44showed me he had favoured; and so texturally similar to paint
on canvas in its ability to reveal form from within the richness
of a smudge. Naïve thoughts as I say, for a great painter like
this would choose paint in any age, but passing through my
head as I sat for the better part of an hour in front of just
one of his great works, Good and Bad at Games, they
coalesced into an idea which has had to wait until the closing
stages of my residency to be realised.
From 1964 to 1968,Andrews worked on a final, large-scale party
painting, Good and Bad at Games, which takes as its subject the
way people, interacting, affect each other’s behaviour. Some grow
in confidence and stature; others shrink and wither.The three
panels which comprise the work represent three moments in the
course of the party; and, in a singular departure,Andrews suggests
the changing fortunes of his party-goers by representing the
figures as balloon-like shapes which expand and deflate
according to mood.The painting was an advance in more ways
than one.The adoption of the balloon metaphor suggested the
rich possibilities of more symbolic forms of representation.And, in
attributing changes in behaviour to fluctuations in a personal
sense of well-being, the notion of self-consciousness - the idea one
has of oneself - now began to exercise a fascination.
(Feaver and Moorhouse, 2001 p.21)
Paul Moorhouse’s recent essay on Andrews is the more
sensibly quotable, but it is Lawrence Gowing’s account from
1981 which has stayed in the back of my mind all these years.
In the catalogue of the retrospective at the Hayward Gallery
he describes how a photograph of the ‘ragged attenuated
contours’ of figures, busts and heads by Giacometti had been
the inspiration for Andrews’ approach.
7 Either writer might
also have mentioned the anamorphic memento mori skull in
Holbein’s painting The Ambassadors. For me it is as if this most
famous of death heads in art has assumed flesh once more,
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CHAPTER 3: LOSS OF GRAVITY PAGE 45many times over, in Andrews’s painting, and with gritted teeth
is busy partying the night away. Gowing writes:“The Games of
the title are primarily the games people play, the games to
which, in the popular psychological parlance of the time, one
might liken the systematic expedients by which people
maintain their idea of themselves as best they can.” (Gowing,
1981, p.17) Both Gowing and Moorhouse refer to the
interaction between people, identifiable individuals from
Andrews’s close circle, and Andrews himself. But to me they
are isolated and lonely, united only in the shared sense of
some coming onslaught, be it a difficult ride home, a hangover,
or something more existentially challenging. Otherwise they
are bound up, seemingly almost literally, in the straight-jackets
of their own personae.
These details apart, I am struck all the while by the similarity
between accounts of the work separated by twenty years of
perspective. It gives a clue to what is so admirable about the
piece: it is so very painterly, made with materials scuffed and
vague, richly ambiguous in their spatial meaning, yet it gives full
account of itself and its intentions; writers may write with
confidence about the artist’s strategy, and the uninformed
onlooker may fully decode the meaning with little or no
prompting, and do so without diminishing the sheer
enjoyment of the stuff on the canvas. In this regard it is oddly
opposite to the work of Patrick Caulfield, mentioned earlier,
whose intentions of meaning seem to be directed towards
ambiguity itself, conveyed in the unequivocal definition, the
very unambiguity, of the material and its application.
My idea was to make a video transcription of the piece.
Transcriptions, like paintings of ‘the artist’s studio’, arid views of
wood-burning stoves and empty easels, are where artists turn
when they are stuck for an idea, or are set as exercises in the
classical academy. But they hold out the hope of fresh insight
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CHAPTER 3: LOSS OF GRAVITY PAGE 46into the work transcribed, and every so often of something
truly new in itself being created. I had no such aspirations, and
was driven only by curiosity about the viability of transcription
to a medium on the face of it quite different from that of the
original, but as I have indicated sharing many of the same
characteristics.What held me back was uncertainty about
who the subjects of the work should be, and by extension,
what the piece I would make might be about.
In much of his work Andrews addressed himself to his family
and friends. His party paintings, the last of which was Good
and Bad at Games, which includes a self-portrait, seem to
chart his growing confidence as a social creature, but mainly
suggest an outsider looking in, with an admiration for the
capacity of others for abandoned enjoyment. I included an
earlier work by Andrews in an exhibition I selected in 1984
about what I called the ‘inner distance’ with which certain
English artists look at familiar subjects, giving things that are
ordinary and familiar a new strangeness and a gentle
melancholy, and Good and Bad at Games, by Andrews, works
in that way too.
8
For me it addresses the concept of milieu, the social
environment, and how you have in some sense to belong in
such a context before you can feel that you do not. Having
accidentally made two video works which touch on life as an
exhibition organiser, about handling exhibits and about writing
about them, it seemed appropriate to make a third featuring
the professional society one joins to do so, especially as I
hoped the results might have a humorous side. I used two
pieces of film I had made with no particular purpose, one of a
curators’ trip to the 2001 Venice Biennale and the other at a
party to mark the transformation of the Southern Arts Board
into a regional office of the Arts Council. Both occasions were
festive enough to match the setting of Andrews’s piece, and
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CHAPTER 3: LOSS OF GRAVITY PAGE 47both sufficiently arcane to yield the requisite ‘inner distance’:
portraits of colleagues and friends turned for a moment by
the social act into the strangers that most people will see.
7. Michael Andrews, published Arts Council of Great Britain 1981
8. Semi-Detached: Pictures of People and Places,Arts Council of Great Britain
1984
(Gillett, 2002, 1)
Good and Bad at Games was developed in Photoshop and
After Effects.The background was removed manually from a
sequence of stills for each character in the movie. Each
sequence was imported as a separate movie within After
Effects and placed in a three-dimensional configuration about
a central camera.The camera was then rotated, with a
background which was locked to the camera position.The
apparent expansion and contraction of individual figures is the
effect of the shift in (virtual) perspective which the rotation
occasions.
When Artsway Director Mark Segal described Good and Bad
at Games as the most painterly use of video he had then
seen, for me, for a while, this felt like a job well done. I had set
out to translate Andrews’s great painting to the video
medium, to render the time it encompassed actual, and to an
extent I had achieved my goal.The idea that the result was
‘painterly’ was a satisfying bonus and grounds for complacency.
But my current view of the work is that it is a classic case of
an artist bewitched by a newly learned or newly discovered
technique.The technique takes over.That the work is painterly
is directly attributable to the fact that the figures in it have
been hand-retouched in Photoshop, frame-by-frame. But I am
dissatisfied now with the fact that the work does not look
anything like Andrews’s painting, or more particularly, that it
has none of its charm. It shows an unpleasant party, in a cold
CHAPTER 3: LOSS OF GRAVITY PAGE 48location, whereas there is a warmth, both climatic and social,
in the painting. In the painting, the figures are isolated, granted,
and subject to the vicissitudes of social fortune; but there is
pleasure in the air between them, and social fortune brings
ups as well as downs.
My piece badly needs reworking, I believe, and possibly an
entirely different approach which takes greater account of
Andrews’s own methods, as revealed in his sketches and other
preparatory material. It would follow the trajectory of much
of this research project in moving away from video, or the
impression of video, via speed-adjustment techniques, towards
the still image.The piece should be more overtly a collage,
probably computer controlled, randomly sampling and re-
sizing imagery, to fit random shapes, to correspond to
Andrews’s use of torn paper in the making of the piece, and
the disparate sources of visual material he called upon. It
would assert the nature of collage as a sampling process.The
piece needs a warmer, deeper darkness like the painting
(achieved by Andrews, I think, through the combination of
painting and screen-printing he employed on the same
canvas); and it needs a heartbeat, somehow, and it needs to
breathe, in and out.
CHAPTER 3: LOSS OF GRAVITY PAGE 49This piece is presented on a very small screen (3-inch Casio
or similar), on the same (unspecified) surface as the
accompanying artist’s book, which contains stills rendered as
pop-ups from each of the component TV clips, and the
following text:
The true intellectual position of philosopher Zeno of Elea of the
fifth century B.C. is unknowable, because his work survives only in
fragments. But the most well-known of his reported ideas seem to
seek to demonstrate that motion is impossible.
At any given instant, Zeno suggested, a flying arrow occupies a
space equal to its own length, and therefore is at rest in that
instant.The sum of an infinite number of these positions of rest
does not constitute motion: thus the flying arrow is at rest.
If an object moves from one point in space to another, Zeno also
argued, it must first traverse half the distance. But to do so, it
must first traverse a half of the half, and so on ad infinitum. It
must therefore pass through an infinite number of points,
impossible in a finite time.
These ideas have often been described as paradoxes, and as
paradoxes their resolution has long been relatively easily
L La an nd d
2002
video 
for continuous 
gallery presentation 
34 seconds
A sequence of four, grainy TV
clips shown in turn, alternating
with split-screen presentation
of all four. Each clip shows an
object in flight, in the last
second before it touches down,
but gives way to the next part
of the sequence at exactly the
moment before the ground is
reached.The objects are: a
DeHavilland Comet; the foot of
Eagle, the Apollo 11 Lunar
Excursion Module; a gymnast; a
Harrier Jumpjet.
CHAPTER 3: LOSS OF GRAVITY PAGE 50demonstrated in a number of ways. But they continue to exercise
thinking minds. Like the beguilingly simple sounding implications of
quantum theory, to which Zeno’s ideas sometimes seem distantly
related, the perspective they provide on the ordinary processes of
the universe is compelling.
I have spent a year making work about objects in flight.The
suggestion to address land as a theme seemed to offer the
opportunity to sign off the project, to bring one’s subjects, or at
least one’s sight of them, back down to earth. But the most
interesting aspect of landing is the very moment prior to contact
with the ground, a moment which Zeno would have us divide into
ever smaller sections.
That a fighter plane with a maximum laden weight of 31,000 lb
can cruise at 30,000 feet or hover 30 feet in the air is a wonder
of the modern world unimaginable in Zeno’s day. But the greater
wonder of perception which Zeno can lead us to contemplate,
without even engaging with the philosophy, logic or physics of his
position, is the same aircraft just a centimetre, or a millimetre or
half a millimetre off the ground...
This project was executed quickly using found footage from
the television.To realise it more fully, one would simply need
use of a professional camera crew and permitted access from
various agencies such as the Ministry of Defence and so on, to
get cameras on the ground at the very point of touch-down
for a Harrier Jump Jet, and corresponding filming positions at a
gymnastics competition. Nothing more.A neutral backdrop for
each sequence would also improve the piece, which would
combine just the two sequences.The second aeroplane is not
really required, and the chances of re-shooting a lunar landing
sequence seem slim… The general format of the piece
withstands scrutiny however; it simply needs really, really sharp
photography.
CHAPTER 3: LOSS OF GRAVITY PAGE 51L La an nd d
2002
artist’s book 
117 x 150 mm
inkjet on cartridge
8 pages, wiro-bound
CHAPTER 3: LOSS OF GRAVITY PAGE 52CHAPTER 4: John Bull 
War and Peace
PAGE 53This is the title piece of a suite, which was explained by
commentary included in the work The Making of John Bull War
and Peace, and printed in the accompanying publication.The
commentary is reproduced later in this chapter.
CHAPTER 4:
JOHN BULL 
WAR AND PEACE
This Chapter describes the
works produced for the
exhibition John Bull War and
Peace at the Bracknell Gallery.
Its centrepiece is the work John
Bull War and Peace.
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JJo oh hn n B Bu ullll W Wa ar r a an nd d P Pe ea ac ce e
2004
computer-controlled 
live animation
unknown duration
A pair of hands manipulates a
toy printing set comprising
rubber letters, plastic holder,
metal tweezers and an inkpad,
to print text on a page.Each
fresh page when full is turned
over and the process continued
on the reverse.The text is that
of an English translation of
Tolstoy’s War and Peace. Each
page is numbered.The staccato
presentation of the images
suggests the low frame rate of
speeded-up video or time-lapse
photography.A transcript of the commentary is reproduced in the
exhibition publication, as follows:
This is John Bull War and Peace, and specifically, The Making of
John Bull War and Peace.What you see is a real-time record of
a performance, and the performance consists of every bit of
printing and every bit of video required for this project. It
takes about twelve minutes.
J Jo oh hn n B Bu ullll W Wa ar r a an nd d P Pe ea ac ce e
2004
artist’s book
297 x 210 mm
ink on copier paper
approximately 3000 pages,
unbound
Shown in a vitrine, and only in
conjunction with John Bull War
and Peace (animation).
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T Th he e M Ma ak kiin ng g o of f 
J Jo oh hn n B Bu ullll W Wa ar r a an nd d P Pe ea ac ce e
2004
video, for continuous gallery
presentation 
20 minutes
Shown only with John Bull War
and Peace: a normal speed,
real-time video from a separate
camera, of the processes
shown in John Bull War and
Peace, representing the entirety
of the video content of the
work. In a repeated
commentary, the artist
describes what he has done,
discusses the significance of
duration in time-based art, and
questions the difference
between endurance on the
part of the artist and patience
in the viewer.I am using my John Bull Printing Outfit. I’ve also borrowed parts
from printing sets belonging to my sister, Claire, and my school
pal Richard.You get an inkpad and some tweezers, and little
rubber letters to put in this stamp.They were toys of the very
best sort, because they let you make something real, useful
and in quantity.This was important in an age before personal
computers and when you didn’t have access to photocopiers.
Richard and I were still using these sets after we left college,
printing invitations to an exhibition we were having.This is
how I have all three in my possession now, more than twenty
years later.
You’ll see me doing the printing. I need just one good
impression from each of two stamps. Next I will unload the
letters from the stamp, into a rack that I’ve improvised from a
bit of card because the plastic one supplied is too fiddly to
use, and then load them all up again, back into the stamp.
The brand, John Bull, seems to have been named after the
John Bull who lived from 1523 to 1628, a musician to whom
composition of the first national anthem is attributed. He is
described as a bluff, good-humoured yet determined
character, who has come to personify the characteristics of
the English nation.This information is from something
someone gave me about Toby Jugs, and that’s exactly the area
you’re in with John Bull:Toby jugs, bull dogs, hunting jackets,Ye
Olde England; a cosy, comfortable country.
Nowadays my pal Richard and I exchange e-mails less than
once a year.When I found his John Bull Printing Outfit in a box
I was clearing out, I wrote to him to say I would be returning
it forthwith, since I had no further use for it.The minute I sent
the message I realised that suddenly I did have a use for the
printing outfit. By combining its rudimentary technology with
that of the video cameras and computers by which, in my life
at least, it has so comprehensively been replaced, I would
CHAPTER 4: JOHN BULL WAR AND PEACE PAGE 56attempt to use it to create an epic, or re-create an epic: my
own personal copy of a very long book. War and Peace was
the immediate and the obvious choice, for the simple fact that
people so often mention it purely because of its length. If you
take longer than they think you should over a note cancelling
tomorrow’s milk, people say “What are you writing? War and
Peace?”The cliché of it as the archetypally long text signals the
absurdity of the proposed task.
The project is about how long art takes to make, how long it
takes to look at, and the difference between an idea and its
execution.
There is a long-standing and persistent habit amongst some
gallery visitors of judging any representational piece of art by
how much of an illusion it presents.The more illusionistic it is -
the more realistic, as we would have it - the more we claim to
like it. Modern artists, on the other hand, have for a good
hundred years now, been resisting the pressure on them to
make things that look just like other things.This preference for
presenting real things as themselves has led contemporary
practice in any number of directions: art that insists that you
see only the object in front of you; art that makes you
recognise the process of making it; art which consists only of a
process, not an object; and even, though this comes with
some technical difficulties, art which is only an idea. Faced with
these kinds of art, where there is little or no illusion to
admire, people often ask:“How long did it take?”And their
admiration is at least partially revived if the artist is found to
have invested considerable time in an enterprise, or to have
endured startling discomfort or tedium.
This somewhat simplified view of things led me to the idea of
John Bull War and Peace, by way of asking a very simple
question: what if the illusion in an artwork was precisely that it
took a very long time to make?
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CHAPTER 4: JOHN BULL WAR AND PEACE PAGE 57The growing emphasis on process in art, and on performance,
and the opportunities of new media, mean that we are now
very often confronted by art which is conspicuously time-
based in its presentation as well as its execution. I have
noticed, particularly with things which don’t offer any obvious
narrative development, with a beginning, a middle and an end
like an ordinary film, that our curiosity about how long
something took to make is not matched by a willingness to
witness its entire duration.We get the idea, and then we
move on - we are busy people, after all. It’s as if the
repetitiveness and even boredom of what we see inspires a
special kind of trust in the artist: the artist definitely endured
the performance, so we don’t have to.With John Bull War and
Peace I wanted to make something which brings out this
difference between the experience of making something and
the experience of viewing it, and which even reverses the
experiences.
For which is more real? What you see on this screen is
primarily my experience in real time: I am here, now,
performing these actions, and you are not.What you see on
the other screen, which is manipulated by the computer, live in
your presence and in your real time, is your experience, and it
will occur, all being well, regardless of my presence. My
experience here will have lasted for about a quarter of an
hour; yours there, should you so choose, is limited only by
gallery opening hours or other such circumstances.The huge
boredom of a very fiddly job which I seem to have inflicted
on myself is revealed as an illusion, computer-generated. It is
available either for you to admire as an illusion or, to complete
the reversal of the normal order of experience between
maker and viewer, you could take on watching it as a feat of
endurance yourself. More likely you’ll just walk away.
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CHAPTER 4: JOHN BULL WAR AND PEACE PAGE 58There’s a story about Picasso, which I liked so much when I
heard it years ago that I’ve never sought to confirm its
veracity or detail. Quite late in his life, Picasso was on a TV
chat show.The interviewer prevailed upon him to do a
drawing on a table napkin, in front of the camera. Picasso very
quickly drew a single-stem flower and signed it, and the
audience burst into applause.“Aren’t you just a bit
embarrassed,” the interviewer asked him,“that something that
only took you a few seconds to make is instantly worth a
large sum of money?”“What do you mean, a few seconds?”
replied Picasso.“It took me eighty years to do that.”
I’ve never been sure whether we’re meant to think that
Picasso was referring to the effect a lifetime’s work had had
on his reputation and therefore the market value of his work,
or whether he simply meant that he put everything he had
ever learnt about looking and about drawing into every piece
he made, and that this was the source of the confidence and
fluidity of the lines on the paper. I hope it was both.
The brevity I am claiming for my experience of John Bull War
and Peace is, of course, confined to performing for the video.
Working out how to do it, worrying about how best to
programme the computer, finding the nerve, frankly, to
perform for my own camera for twelve minutes, all that has
taken some six months, or more, depending how far you go
back. But not quite eighty years.The title John Bull War and
Peace came with the idea, as part of the package. Events give
words new meanings. It is 2004, and the nation of Iraq is in
violent chaos following the American-led invasion. It has
become clear that the reasons given for supporting the war,
by the government of John Bull’s cosy, comfortable England,
were just so much John Bull, as was the subsequent
announcement of Peace.
(Gillett 2004, pp. 1-5)
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CHAPTER 4: JOHN BULL WAR AND PEACE PAGE 59JJo oh hn n B Bu ullll W Wa ar r a an nd d P Pe ea ac ce e
2004
screenshots of Director
interface and scripts
CHAPTER 4: JOHN BULL WAR AND PEACE PAGE 60O On nc co om miin ng g T Tr ra af ff fiic c
2004
video 
for continuous 
gallery presentation 
5 minutes
The view from the passenger
seat of a car parked outside
The Winchester Gallery.The
artist climbs in and drives off.
As cars pass in the other
direction, he names them by
make and model.The work is
edited to remove all intervals
between passing cars.The
journey ends outside
Southampton City Art Gallery.
The artist parks and leaves the
vehicle.
Version also shown in
[sub]Urban,Aspex Gallery,
Portsmouth 2003.
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This is the title piece of a suite, which is explained by
commentary included in the work The Making of Oncoming
Traffic, also printed in the accompanying publication.The
commentary is reproduced later in this chapter.G Go on ne e I In n T Th hiir rt ty y S Se ec co on nd ds s
2004
video 
for continuous 
gallery presentation 
30 seconds
Only shown with Oncoming
Traffic.A highly condensed
version of Oncoming Traffic,
comprising a sequence of black
and white full-frame stills from
the video, details of colour stills,
captions showing the names of
the cars, and a double-layered
excerpt from the original
soundtrack.
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O On nc co om miin ng g T Tr ra af ff fiic c
2004
artist’s book 
297 x 297 mm
inkjet on cartridge
10 pages, wiro-bound
The complete set of cars from
Oncoming Traffic, captioned
with make and model.This suite of works began as a response to a call for
contributions to a video screening on the theme of the urban
and the sub-urban. I hoped to sample the fluctuating densities
and random poetry of urban and suburban environments by
driving through them and recording the make and model of
every car that came towards me.The journey, from
Winchester to Southampton, (avoiding motorways) takes
some twenty-five minutes, an unbearable age if you’re obliged
to sit and watch it.
The recording was to be edited, therefore.To provide a
beginning and an end, you would see me get into the car, and
later, with the performance completed, park it and apparently
leave; in between, the only parts of the original recording that
would remain would be those where I was announcing the
name of a car. I observed this rule very strictly, and reduced
twenty-five minutes to ten. But ten minutes still seemed at
least twice as long as it was reasonable to ask a captive
audience to watch for. So I edited further. I removed all gaps
where I had hesitated over the make of the car or waited
while it went past.This improved the smoothness of my
delivery, and the mild visual discontinuity it produced was
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video 
for continuous 
gallery presentation 
60 minutes
Only shown with Oncoming
Traffic. Complete and unedited
video of the round trip from
Winchester to Southampton
and back, from which
Oncoming Traffic is edited. In
a voiceover commentary the
artist describes what he has
done and asks which is more
important: the idea for a
performance, the fact of a
performance, or the actual
performance.A transcript is
reproduced in the exhibition
publication.
CHAPTER 4: JOHN BULL WAR AND PEACE PAGE 63acceptable as an acknowledgment that editing had taken
place. But even after shortening the walks I took at beginning
and end, I was still several long minutes beyond my target five.
So I had to cut whole cars from my narrative. I tried to
reduce them proportionately across the entire duration of
what survived of my original journey, but the need to choose
exactly which to remove led me into obscure value
judgements about the cars in question, favouring those I
deemed interesting over those which were commonplace.
When I was no more than three years old, so the story goes,
I used to astonish the greengrocer’s delivery boy by standing
on the front steps of our house in Coventry and naming the
make and model of every car that drove by. My mother had
had to learn what the cars were in order to teach me.
Presumably, the admiration of house callers and my mum’s
pride encouraged the habit of maintaining my knowledge,
embedding it so deeply that even now, having supposedly
abandoned my interest, I nevertheless experience a strong
sense of unease if a car passes which I cannot identify. Cars
are a common enough interest, but one I have long felt
obscurely guilty about: it isn’t, I think, what is expected of an
art curator. In recognition of this, the recorded journey begins
where I work, at The Winchester Gallery, and ends where I
used to work, at Southampton City Art Gallery.
Editing has produced a flawed record of the performance: it
reduces the sense of traffic fluctuation, and the arbitrary
removal of cars from the list takes it still further from a full
representation of my route on that particular day. So the
present scheme offers simultaneous showings of the edited
version, of an extra-shortened summary, and of this, the
unedited performance, complete with return journey and
signs of heat and concentration fatigue.They are presented to
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CHAPTER 4: JOHN BULL WAR AND PEACE PAGE 64leave the viewer to determine which version, and crucially,
how much of it, to view. For further freedom of choice, a
transcript of the narrative should be available alongside.
So three versions of the same performance pose the
question: which is more important, the idea for the
performance, summed up easily enough in thirty seconds of
anybody’s time; the poetry, for want of a better description,
that words selectively distilled from the performance may
produce; or the performance itself, with all its imperfections
and unendurable protractedness? To put it another way: the
idea? The fact of the performance? Or the actual
performance? The standard art curator’s response would be
that you need all three: to grasp the idea (thirty seconds), to
sense proof that it was fully realised (the unedited
performance, only partially viewed), and to taste the flavour of
the result (the edited version).We then add coyly that in
between the three there is perhaps some other quality to be
found, something transcendent and inexplicable. I sincerely
hope not.
(Gillett 2004, pp. 6-8)
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video 
for continuous 
gallery presentation
30 seconds
As explained in the voiceover, a
still-sequence, mimicking a TV
title-sequence, shows a team of
students scripting, shooting and
editing a video, addressing the
question of how long art takes
to make or view.
The juxtaposition of the John Bull War and Peace suite of
works with Oncoming Traffic in an exhibition at South Hill Park
made sense to me.The dramatic difference between the
prima facie subject matter of the two suites of work, puzzling
at first, seemed to serve well as a signal to look for the
underlying common ground between them, which was the
focus on viewer perception and experience. But I felt the
need for a bridge between the two works, something which
was somehow neutral in terms of subject matter, which would
take us straight to the point of the exercise, this question of
the relationship between duration of making and duration of
viewing. Moreover, though Oncoming Traffic offered the quick-
read version of itself – Gone in Thirty Seconds – the
combination of Oncoming Traffic and John Bull War and Peace
required a significant commitment of time and engagement
from the viewer to yield full understanding of the exhibition’s
point and purpose, so something which was straight to the
point was very much to the point. In short, the exhibition
required a title sequence.
The solution, the opportunity, came as a request from the
exhibition venue that I conduct some form of educational
activity around the show. Initially, this was envisaged as an
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exhibition. I proposed instead something that would occur
before the show took place, leading to the creation of a
participatory artwork which would supplement the content of
the show.The event would be aimed at sixth form volunteers
with an interest in drama and filmmaking.At a stroke, I
acquired a team of collaborators: writers, actors and camera
operators.
The time available was highly limited. I determined early in
planning the event that I would indulge my interest in TV title
sequences. I knew that this was going to have to be a very
short piece: to get even thirty edited seconds out of one day’s
production time was hugely ambitious.The shorter the piece,
the more frequent the repetitions it would be subject to in
continuous gallery playback. So this was an opportunity to test
my conviction that title sequences have something that makes
them more capable of withstanding repeated viewing than the
‘body copy’ of television, episode after episode, week after
week, season after season.
To make the whole project possible, and to gain, as I hoped,
the benefit of existing title-sequence wisdom, I determined to
use, somewhat piratically, the structure of an existing TV title
sequence. One in particular, Without A Trace (2002-09), had
caught my eye,because it was based on stills.This phenomenon
had long fascinated me: why do title sequence designers, with
a wealth of striking motion picture material available to them,
so often choose to use stills photography to introduce it? This
is perhaps not the place to speculate on their reasons. I had
started to engage with the issue in the making of Oncoming
Traffic: Gone In Thirty Seconds. But my reason for being
interested in the use of stills at this moment was mainly
practical: I envisaged a brief period in the proposed workshop
for shooting video, followed by a session in which we took the
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grabbed stills from it, to match a predetermined schedule of
shots.This schedule was one which I painstakingly developed
before the workshop, by analysing the shot sequence in the
Without A Trace titles. General scenes are interspersed
between a series of sub-sequences, each of which introduces
a different actor/character.The actor is represented by just
two or three stills from a very short clip in each case, showing
them turning their head slightly, or simply blinking.The stills are
from the beginning and end of the recorded movement, and
are introduced at the correct ‘real time’ moment. But they
remain on screen just that bit longer than normal, instead of
giving way to the other frames from the clip which would
have filled the interval.These close-up images are in turn cut
out from their background, which is replaced by a wider,
monochrome view of the same character engaged in some
kind of action.
So the whole effect is layered, dynamic, and complex in
appearance. But the fact that it is based on stills makes it
reasonably easy to analyse. I created a set of dummy still
picture files with sequential names, imported them into a Final
Cut video-editing timeline and organised them to behave
according to the pattern and timecodes of the Without A Trace
piece, complete with the appropriate layering. In the
workshop, when we grabbed the stills from our own footage,
we gave them the same sequential file names as the dummy
picture files I had made previously. By reconnecting the Final
Cut file to the new media folder containing our grabs, we
achieved an ‘instant’ result within the one-day workshop,
which ran to the soundtrack of the original TV sequence. (This
use, in effect, of templates, is one I had experimented with
before in education workshops, producing books and pop-up
mechanisms. Computers and digital media hold out the hope
and expectation of rapid and exciting results, but the
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gallery workshop schedule can afford.)
It was of course an imperfect result, but allowed the
participants to grasp what they had achieved, and it took
relatively little effort thereafter – the knocking-out by hand of
the backgrounds of the foremost layer, and the addition of
titles – to produce the exhibition-ready version.
The piece opens with a view of a computer suite, with the
five project participants working at monitors.We then see the
same people, apparently arriving to conduct this activity,
ascending a staircase. Shots of their collective interaction in
the workspace, and further views from the staircase sequence
intersperse close-ups of the individuals apparently engaged in
the various processes which went into the making of the
sequence: discussion; notes on paper; camera-work; mouse-
work, possibly editing; and narration.
The text on screen gives the title:
Title Sequence
provides information on the context:
workshop:
with Garth Hill College (Title Sequence)
exhibition:
John Bull War and Peace (Title Sequence)
workshop:
with Garth Hill College (Title Sequence)
and names the participants:
Ashley Pitt
Shaun Flanagan
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Sam Storey
and Jonny Owens
created by
John Gillett
The voiceover, recorded by Jonny Owens, is as follows:
We are five students on a mission: to condense one day into
thirty seconds.The question is: how long does art take? To make?
To see? To understand?
By far the hardest part, for the workshop participants and for
me, came early in the process, in the development of this
narrative.Working from the Without A Trace model, and within
the limitations of our particular location, choice of the scenes
we needed to set up and shoot was relatively straightforward.
But agreeing a script for a voiceover which summed up the
purpose of the piece and of the exhibition it was to be part
of, was quite a challenge for it clearly could not be co-
extensive with the duration of the piece.The result is cut to
the absolute bone, and represents in a number of ways the
achievement of the goal of this whole project, a self-
interpreting artwork. I find it effective, and try not to be
nagged by thoughts of three issues: the dependence of its
success on a musical soundtrack (played under the
performance licence of the exhibiting venue); its dependence
on actors other than the artist (which is irrationally offensive
to the artist’s sense of a solo self at work); and the fact that,
outside the exhibition for which it was intended, though I
believe it withstands standalone inspection, it becomes not
simply self-explanatory, but simply self-referential.
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their cue from Title Sequence in placing the account – written
or spoken – of their own purpose at the very heart of their
realisation: I Want To Be Your Bad Boy, and The Poetics of Space.
The book, which is intended to be handled and read, contains
the following text:
The invitation to take part in an exhibition of A5 cards led me to reflect
on the many similar invitations I have issued as an exhibition organiser,
and the virtual certainty that a proportion of the artists responding will
adopt strategies which undermine the tidy presentational convenience
which the particular project concept is intended to vouchsafe.This always
perplexes the organiser, for is not the slick viability of the project in the
interests of all its participants? 
Aside from its frisson of whiplash bawdiness, I Want To Be Your Bad Boy
seeks to show the artist grappling with the paradox that to be one of
the crowd he must first stand out from it. He wants to join in, but on his
own terms. He wants to reflect all of society's shared humanity, so he
litters the skyline with life-size metal models... of himself.
The piece was made, as indicated, in response to an invitation
to all artists who had exhibited at ArtSway during its first ten
I I W Wa an nt t T To o B Be e Y Yo ou ur r B Ba ad d B Bo oy y
2007
artist’s book
35 x 48 mm
inkjet on card
10 pages; self-bound
I Want To Be Your Bad Boy is
cut from an A5 postcard, and
was first displayed with a loop
of card, also cut from a
postcard, and bearing the
legend ‘I Want To Be Your Bad
Boy’ along its length.
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those ten years.The artists were each sent an A5 postcard,
imprinted with an ArtSway stamp, and encouraged to make
art on it, and a statement about what they had done.
Determined to cheat, but also to make this the occasion of
further pursuit of my interest in making work which is
inherently self-explanatory, and to further advance my
‘curatorial agenda’, I first made a copy of the stamped card so
that my statement could be printed within the same format as
the ‘piece’.Then, again as indicated in the statement, I sought
to undermine the neat minimalism of the imposed postcard
format, by devising a spiral cut which would maximise the
space the card would occupy. Initially I was aiming to make a
loop which one could step through, but settled for something
less ambitious in order to ensure its robustness and the
legibility of the legend I was to print on it. I was focused on
the idea of the card arriving at the gallery by post, and the
satisfaction of its recipient so rapidly turning to curatorial
panic and wry frustration as the card sort of spilled out of the
envelope.
I wrote a statement to explain myself, and then designed a
book for it which required only the material of the other A5
card, thus taking the scale of the piece in the other direction,
towards greater smallness, so to speak.The size of the book
invites careful handling, and requires nimble fingers to turn its
pages. It contains nothing but the text and traces of the
ArtSway stamp, so the reader is – I hope – highly focused on
the work’s explanation of itself; the work offers nothing else,
in effect: it insists that it be understood.
The project occurred at the same time as the Hayward
Gallery in London held a major retrospective of the work of
sculptor Antony Gormley (2007). My reaction to the show
was mixed, which was impressive on many levels but overfilled
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the London skyline, visible from the gallery in all directions,
were the strongest feature, drawing the viewer’s eye and mind
out from the building.Another piece inside, Space Station,
seemed to fill every cubic centimetre of the space it occupied,
and turned one’s mind inward, to the inner space of one’s
own thoughts. Between the two great works, the artist’s job
was done, it seemed to me, and I was frustrated by the
presence of such an array of other objects, which just seemed
to be there to demonstrate a breadth of repertoire which, in
an artist of this stature, I felt could have been taken on trust. I
made what was quite possibly an unfair assumption that it was
the artist who had caused this state of affairs, and referred to
it in my statement as the most conspicuous example of artist’s
vanity disrupting the curator’s plan.
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introductory text for a self-organised exhibition in a
temporarily ‘reclaimed’ post-industrial building, the Old
Laundry in Winchester; and I was also encouraged to take
part. Given the tendency to incorporate introduction,
commentary, or interpretation within my work, I attempted to
respond to both aspects of the invitation in one.
Conversations with colleagues at the art school, which had
made use of the Laundry space previously as part of its
Degree Show, had centred on the role of space in art. My
view was that space is over-emphasized, with the result that
artists develop a greed for it, and a dependency on it as the
habitual starting point for their activity. I was attracted to the
irony of making this particular space the starting point of what
would essentially be a critique of this state of affairs.When I
realised that a quotation from Bachelard was a further
essential prop for my task, and that this would allow me in the
same breath to critique the artist’s habit of quoting
philosophers, the same mechanism of irony again applied.
I planned a piece which would reach back to other work and,
as a side benefit, bind together some of the strands of activity
T Th he e P Po oe et tiic cs s o of f S Sp pa ac ce e
( (a af ft te er r B Ba ac ch he ella ar rd d) ) 
2009
video 
for continuous 
gallery presentation 
3 minutes 40 seconds
The artist at the wheel of a
car: manoeuvres the vehicle
back and forth around an
indoor space, while repeating
text from The Poetics of
Space, describing indoor
experience.A voiceover
commentary is included.
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about which I introduced in Girl on a Swing, and the edgy
implausibility of talking about art while doing so.And I would
use the two-screen approach of John Bull… and Oncoming
Traffic to enable the core spoken content (the Bachelard
quotation) to be accompanied by a commentary setting out
my own thinking.
In the event, which was pretty much necessarily a one-take
performance, the recitation was too long, and my delivery was
by turns too faltering or too monotonous to bring out clearly
the meaning of a somewhat arcane text. So, grateful that
colleagues had persuaded me to allow them to film my
driving from a second angle, which greatly broadened my
editing options, I rewrote the voiceover commentary, and
intercut it with excerpts of the Bachelard recitation.The final
piece is a single sequence on a single screen, and probably the
better for it.At any rate, it stands closer to Title Sequence in its
claims to self-interpretation.
The finished video lasts 3 minutes.The recited text is from The
Poetics of Space (Bachelard, 1964), and the voiceover
commentary is as follows:
The words are from The Poetics of Space, the book by the
French philosopher Gaston Bachelard, which quotes other poetic
texts as the starting point for a discussion about our experience
of interiors, our homes and cupboards.
Artists tend to love this book, because it gives you a reason for
making pictures of things in your house, or building little huts and
filling them with stuff, or making darkened rooms for people to
creep into; doing all the things which we love doing, frankly – as
kids, as adults, and as artists.The book offers the friendly
vagueness of poetry whilst hinting at the intellectual rigour
associated with philosophy – just what you need as an artist to
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and then quite often quote this text as if to explain it.
My thought was to do it the other way round, to put the text at
the heart of a work, make it central, and have the work kind of
illustrate it, in this case by doing an outdoor thing – driving a car
– in an interior space. I had only half anticipated the extent to
which simply repeating the text would drain it of its meaning,
reduce it to just a string of words, but my hope was that the
context would restore that sense, visually. This particular passage,
which quotes Rilke, seems to be about how mostly we prefer to
be in a cosy interior rather than in some big emptiness where we
might lose our bearings, but that sometimes it gets a bit much
and we need to get out more.Well, could the interior I seem to
be talking about be the interior of the car? Or the interior of the
building beyond it? Because, compared with the interior of the car,
the building seems pretty spacious, almost as big as the outdoors,
in fact. Especially when you see a car being driven round it.
Except that actually manoeuvring the car indoors and trying to
drive it at any kind of speed suddenly makes the space feel very
confined indeed.
In the end, you want to be changing someone’s view of
something, and in this case, it’s the space you are now standing
in: the same space as I experienced, but a different view of it.
You’re here, but the car - and I - have gone; and Gaston
Bachelard has left the building.
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CHAPTER 5:1000 Piece Deluxe is conceived as a magnum opus, which
when complete will combine features of both strands of the
practice described on these pages, harnessing code-driven
computer animation in the production process, whilst
incorporating spoken commentary and the characteristics of
contemporary mass-media video editing in its final
presentation.The technical ambition of the piece is matched
by its scope, in that it seeks to present a rapid survey of the
entire history of art as a visual analogy for an imagined
lifetime’s creative practice.The commentary will seek to place
CHAPTER 5:
1000 PIECE DELUXE
(Current and Further
Research)
This Chapter describes a work
in progress and maps its
possible future development.
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2007
computer-controlled
live animation
unlimited duration
work in progressthe work itself in a context of history, intention and purpose,
offering a comprehensible, generalised account of the
condition of art, the artist, and the viewer, and the relationship
between the three.
In the course of the work described here I have turned myself
from curator to practitioner. Part of my (unstated) purpose in
this was perhaps to understand, from the inside of art, things
which were puzzling when viewed from without. In such a
quest, I cast myself as the representative of the viewer.The
programmatic approach I have followed has picked off a
number of key questions about art, about how we make it
and how we view it, but amongst those which remain to be
addressed there is one which intrigues me as much now from
the inside as it once did from the outside. It is a question
which is so big in a way that we seldom notice that it is there,
and it could take a number of forms. It is perhaps: what does
the work of a whole creative career look like? Or: why do
artists essentially repeat the same procedures over and over
again? Or: why do artists who so often profess to be
attempting something new, spend their whole careers
essentially repeating what has been done before? Artists
spend their working lives making works, a repetitive process,
which tends not only to repeat itself in terms of form and
method, but to repeat the efforts of others, and all in the
name of novelty, innovation or new discovery.What, I wish to
know, might this look like?
These thoughts must have been in my head one Christmas
holiday, when someone in our household received the gift of a
jigsaw puzzle. One of those big ones, which everyone joins in
on. I found myself irresistibly drawn to the activity even as I
reflected on its pointlessness. Each night of the short period in
question, I would look forward to the retirement of my
children, so that I might have the challenge of the puzzle all to
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the activity of the artist: a compulsive activity, hugely repetitive,
the outcome of which is an approximation of something
which someone else has already made before.
1000 Piece Deluxe was conceived in that moment: what if,
instead of new works of art, an artist spent his entire career
completing jigsaw puzzles? And what if the whole process was
recorded, by time-lapse photography? You could watch the
whole thing, embrace the repetitive nature of the process, but
also spot the recurrent moments of – what? – Of revelation?
Of the satisfaction of completion?
I sought the advice of the nearest seasoned jigsaw puzzle
specialist - my mother-in-law (it was Christmas, after all): on
average, how long did it take her to complete a puzzle,
working solo? The answer was two weeks, suggesting that
given a forty-year active career, non-stop, 1000 puzzles would
represent a life’s work.A satisfying number, for it was also the
number of pieces in the puzzle I was working on.
The first task of the current research has been to develop
code which will create a puzzle from an image file, disperse its
components at random, and reassemble them, in a random
but apparently logical order. I assumed an overhead viewpoint
at first, and a strategy of putting edge pieces in place first, then
filling in. Subsequent versions have an oblique viewpoint which
encompasses the artist at work on the puzzle.They included
‘continents’, based on the idea that one might develop several
areas of the puzzle at a time, which build up as floating islands
of completed image, gradually connecting with each other and
with the framing edge-work.These continents need an
independent existence, the capacity to move a little when
they are inadvertently knocked or whatever.
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effort and the results are not unsatisfactory. But they highlight
several pressing issues for further research.The first is the
question of duration.The intention of the piece is to hold the
viewer spellbound as he or she waits to see what image will
emerge as the completed puzzle takes shape. It has become
clear that the tolerable interval between such revelations is
not that long, probably shy of two minutes.Abbreviating the
cycle has other benefits, not least of all the fact that at the
speed such a duration implies, the connection between the
movement of the foreground figure and that of any given
puzzle piece is undetectable. Because the puzzle and the
puzzler exist in different layers of the image, and the puzzle is
distorted to create the perspective of the oblique camera
angle, correlating hand and puzzle-piece had been a major
headache, now removed.
But a faster cycle allows for a more ready comparison
between cycles, and thus the logic of the assembly pattern
needs to be convincing, but also convincingly subject to
random factors. In other words, it cannot look as if the piece
is simply a template into which different images are
successively dropped, but the way in which one cycle differs
from another must chime with a natural approach to
completing such a puzzle.This, and establishing an appropriate
and tolerable duration indicate a resort – outrageously late in
the day – to empirical observation. Current research includes
the completion of a time-lapse movie of a real puzzle being
completed.The half-hour video has been reduced to two
minutes, so far, and will be the source of valuable insight on
both issues in the next phase of the research. It confirms two
minutes as the absolute outer limit for a tolerable cycle
duration.
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Observational timelapse
movie 
(for 1000 Piece Deluxe) 
2009
video
2 minutesThis figure allows us to consider other aspects of the finished
work. If it really is to contain 1000 iterations, each lasting two
minutes, the final piece will require some 33 hours of machine
time to make, and the same amount of viewer time to view.
This suggests a multi-screen presentation, say 15 screens each
simultaneously presenting 2 hours or so of video. Unlike John
Bull War and Peace, conceptually little would be gained from
having computers compile the piece live, and fifteen
computers is a significant equipment requirement. So the
piece would be recorded from the computer, and presented
as video on DVD, a cheaper medium to present, more
reliable, and less labour intensive at startup in the gallery.The
order in which the iterations were shown could still be
randomised, using the random function of the DVD authoring
convention.
What should the content of 1000 Piece Deluxe be? It seems
obvious that the images to be rendered as jigsaw puzzles
should be historical works of art; because great paintings have
often been thus rendered for commercial puzzles; and
because this would allow the piece directly to address its
intended theme.The selection of one thousand images
represents a separate research endeavour, and would require
the development of criteria which would bear heavily upon
the particular view of art history which the piece appeared to
adopt. Pragmatic issues such as image availability might have to
bear upon this too.The commentary I envisage would be
machine-assembled from speech samples pre-recorded for
the purpose, after the fashion of train destination
announcements at railway stations. For each puzzle assembly
sequence, the commentary would give the name of the artist,
his or her dates of birth and death, lifespan, number of known
works of art produced, and, as the machine-calculated co-
efficient of the latter two numbers, an estimate of the annual
rate at which the artist produced works.
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The artist’s default mode, I would argue, is responsive.“What
can I do with this?” the artist asks, of material that crosses his
path: circumstances that arise; found objects; commissions.
“And where can I take that next?” he asks of the evolving,
distinctive characteristics of his practice. From between these
two questions, from between an open responsiveness to the
environment and a closed, often highly individual modus
operandi, creative practice emerges. In this respect, this project
simply offers itself as case-study evidence that there is benefit
in introducing and maintaining a third element to this
equation, the long-term subject list, the foundation of a
programmatic approach.
The first work addressed in Chapter 4, Postcard from Chestnut
Walk, is purely responsive, of course, as a commissioned work
with highly prescribed parameters.The two pieces
immediately thereafter, Thrown Pot and Ah! This life is so
everyday (after Patrick Caulfield), are responses to
circumstance, and saw me confronting the ‘blank canvas’. In the
first instance they offered me insight into the predicament
which has given rise to countless paintings ‘In the Artist’s
Studio’. Many of these are among the great works in the
history of art, seldom because of the subject matter, but
perhaps often enough because of the strength of the urge
they represent, to function as an artist, in spite of the apparent
absence of interesting subject matter or inspiration.
So the bleak, extended moment represented by Ah! This life…
in the early stages of my experimental, post-curatorial artist’s
career, felt traditional, salutary and instructive. It simultaneously
catalysed the realisation of the need for a programmatic
approach which transcended technique, and presented the
beginnings of that agenda: the problem and the solution.The
solution was what I keep calling curatorial concerns. For I had
CHAPTER 6:
Reflection and Conclusions
This chapter comprises a
reflective appraisal of the full
range of material within the
project in the context of the
themes the study seeks to
address: the programmatic
approach; curatorial concerns
as an appropriate basis and
subject matter for creative
practice; the educational and
audience-oriented approach;
performance-based video and
code-controlled video-based
animation; and the role of
artist’s books.
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personify; no traditional easel to provide the dramatic diagonal
the composition cried out for; no window with cypress trees
beyond, to be the ever-present memento mori. Naturally
enough then, as with technique, where I had looked to my
curatorial practice, so with subject-matter. I found there was a
long list of topics I needed to address, in order to articulate
through art observations I had made as an orchestrator of
art.And as the year it took to complete Ah! This life… wore
on, I recognised that the list represented the work of very
many such years. Crucially, as those years wear by, one
recognises that the true value of the list is as a backdrop
against which to be responsive to other potential content.
C Cu ur ra at to or riia all c co on nc ce er rn ns s a as s s su ub bjje ec ct t m ma at tt te er r
The first phase of the project was understandably, if not
necessarily, self-centred. It reflected from within on the role of
the curator and the artist, by implication comparing the two,
from a position in effect poised between them, via their
relationships with things in the world, with their creative work,
communication about it, and with other people.And it was
autobiographical.
My observation as a curator, of audience response to
exhibitions, is that this concept, of autobiography, commands
inordinate respect.That if one can readily recognise in creative
output the individual’s effort to record his history and
reconcile his behaviour or performance with more general
points of reference, that is reason enough for engaging fully
with that output, and even for liking it.“This is what it has
been like for me,” the artist says to the ‘viewer’:“How was it
for you?”This, then, according to the evidence of my own
observation in the Loss of Gravity exhibition, was the principal
basis of the widespread acceptance which these first phase
works seem to find.Their curatorial outlook, expressed even
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measure of their effectiveness, commended itself to the
onlooker as a feature of autobiographical reflection. By
announcing one was concerned with such things, and giving
one’s career background as the reason, one connected with
people.Also, each piece provided a simple point of access: the
joke of the Thrown Pot; the word-spotting game of Ah! This
life…; the TV road test format of Girl on a Swing; the rhythm
of Good and Bad at Games.
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By the second phase, the programmatic approach was in full
swing, steering even work made in response to thematic,
open calls towards the next ‘curatorial concern’.This phase
then was much more directed towards the audience, the
visitor, the onlooker. He goes by many names (and both
genders), but he’s the person with whom one needs to
communicate. His needs are seldom fully considered by
artists, for a variety of reasons, specified and unspecified, and
in general only slightly more fulsomely catered for by curators.
This phase dealt with him, and his behaviour, his gallery
viewing habits.The means by which the work declared itself
were different in this phase, and the role of the book
component was very different.The point of access was less
simple, less obvious, and more insistent on a thoroughgoing
engagement by the viewer with the issues the work sought to
address. Interestingly, the works of the introspective first
phase, concerned with the artist, had an outward-looking
appearance: they gazed up into the sky; at the other people at
the party; and at the work and words of other artists. Here, in
contrast, in the phase about the audience, the subject-matter
seemed to be the artist, seemed to be me: his hands – my
hands - on the table; my trip to Southampton; my prodigious
memory for car names… 
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stand for the camera before a great work of art, they
generally dwell on the subject matter only fleetingly, before
turning to the matter of the artist, his demeanour, outlook and
intentions (Civilisation, 1969; The Shock of The New, 1980; This is
Modern Art, 1998). Such official ambassadors or ciphers for
The Viewer either lead or reflect the viewer’s real-life habits in
this regard: one expects to be thinking about the artist, or at
least about the art. For this reason, I think, I felt with the Loss
of Gravity works that the viewer’s thoughts would turn soon
enough towards the issue of my plight as a curator/artist, my
subject matter of intention, and that my commentary was
appropriately reserved for (consigned to, or abandoned in?)
the gallery books that I made to accompany the screen-based
works, or for the parallel publication. Moreover, for these early
works there is a clear case for saying that as a curator, I simply
could not relinquish the role of commentator, intermediary, or
interpreter, just because I was also the artist. So for the Phase
2 works, I felt a strong need fully to integrate the
interpretation into the work: I did not wish to be a self-
interpreting artist – the vanity of not wishing to be vain – but
I wished to make a self-interpreting artwork.
But the Phase 2 works seemed to require a more forcefully
present interpretation in any case, since their subject matter
played to the viewer’s tendency to look for the artist in the
work.The commentary had to be as inescapable as I could
make it, in order to force the viewer to confront the fact that
these works were the way they were out of consideration for,
and in contemplation of, his own viewing requirements and
habits; that they were about him more than they were about
me. John Bull War and Peace, a computer-generated and
computer-controlled illusion, works not because it deceives,
but because it deceives in spite of declaring itself a deception.
It is a peculiar-looking thing, an odd array of equipment and
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heart soon asserts its purpose and apparent nature. But its
oddness is enough to make you feel the need for further
technical and conceptual information, which the commentary
on the accompanying video readily supplies. It states that the
piece is a computer-generated trick, and in effect, that it is
about you, the victim of the trick. But so well developed is
habit of looking for the artist in the work that you are
prepared to overlook the fact of the trick, just this once. Or, if
you really, really focus on the trick, given that this is art, you’re
still going to look for the artist behind the trick before you
think about your role in it as both victim and observer.
Everyone’s take may be different, but it’s something like this.
The point for me here is that the commentary, the
interpretation, is more than mechanically integrated into the
piece; it is conceptually integrated. If the work does not
openly declare itself a hoax – the principal function of the
commentary – then it is nothing more than a hoax. It is, if you
like, simply not a pipe. (Foucault, 1983)
Oncoming Traffic had a matching commentary, again fully
integrated into the presentation of the work.This reduces the
choice of versions offered by the Oncoming Traffic suite to: the
idea; the fact of the performance; and the actual performance.
Except insofar as, as a voiceover, it renders the lengthy
performance to which it is attached slightly more palatable,
the commentary does not enjoy the conceptual integration
that applies to the commentary for John Bull…
There would be little point in an attempt to determine which
piece of work, John Bull War and Peace, or Oncoming Traffic, was
the more self-interpreting, or rather, which had the better
claim to be self-interpreting: the one in which the
interpretation was conceptually bound up with the function of
the work, and thus susceptible to further interpretation (such
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the interpretation but which provided it anyway. In exhibition,
both fell foul, in my opinion, of the pitfall of too great a length,
ironically enough for a pair of works which dealt with the
endurance of the viewer. Provision of a printed transcript of
both commentaries sought to remedy this. My assumption
was that you would listen to enough of each commentary to
get the idea and perhaps read the full text later.
Title Sequence was the answer to my misgivings about the
lengthiness of the other two commentaries, although, as has
been indicated, in its brevity its self-interpretation rushed
towards the border with the self-referential. I believe it stayed
just this side of the border, however. Public gallery custom
nowadays makes the display of work made by children during
workshops designed to interpret an exhibition, as part of the
exhibition, a common and accepted occurrence.This practice
was echoed in the display of Title Sequence, and allowed the
exhibition as a whole, rather than the piece itself, to be the
subject of the work, along with its slightly more ambitious and
self-proclaimed subject: art. It demonstrated to me that I
could make interpretation not just integral to a work, as in
Oncoming Traffic, or even conceptually integral, as in John Bull
War and Peace, but the central starting point for the whole
endeavour. It paved the way for the further experiment of The
Poetics of Space, in which self-interpretation became central, at
the expense of the original, textual starting point.
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There were two very different types of activity in the making
of the screen-based works of this project: performance-based
video; and code-controlled reanimation of video. Thrown Pot,
as a starting point, with its light (and-light-hearted) post-
production manipulation, suggested a technical direction which
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sole technical successor. But Thrown Pot’s strength is its spur-of-
the-moment spontaneity, and this was recaptured in Girl on a
Swing, Oncoming Traffic and The Poetics of Space. It represents
an urge which one recognises in most artists, to make simple
things, and in a simple way, right now. It is often at odds with, if
not at outright war with, the amount there is to deal with, the
amount there is to reflect on and say, and the complexity of it
all, which urges towards a more complicated set of
approaches and techniques.
Few approaches could be more complicated than trying to
make a computer compose a film that could be made with a
camcorder, quite easily, albeit at some cost in time and
patience.And this would, of course, be the answer to the
question: what good is the use of the computer in this way? It
makes it possible to make something which, though plausible
as the work of an individual in real time, is on reflection
impossible. It is a visualisation method, essentially; it shows us
what something would look like, if certain (impractical)
conditions were to apply.
It is easy enough to conclude that there is room for both in a
single practice, that this makes for a usefully varied toolbox
from which one chooses the appropriate equipment for the
job at hand. But whilst that stands firm when one reflects on
the performance videos, in the case of the computer-
controlled works one feels the lack of the spontaneity from
the other type of work.
The answer, I have concluded, lies in the fact that it is possible
to envisage a working method which combines both
approaches in a single project. First of all, one reflects on the
fact that a piece like John Bull War and Peace starts with video
performance. It is laboured performance, extremely repetitive,
as part of a process of trial-and-error, but it leaves a little
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Swing.A new piece, such as the subject of current research,
1000 Piece Deluxe, could accommodate much more
performance within it than the simple hand movements of
John Bull… But it may also be productive to look at the
performance works and notice that such sophistication or
complexity as they may contain lies in the editing: the sense in
which Oncoming Traffic may be said to be about duration and
viewer endurance, for instance, rests entirely with the extent
to which the different component works in the suite have
been cut or not cut. Similarly, the success of Girl on a Swing,
though it resides in the simplicity of the idea, is only accessible
thanks to the piece’s brevity and hectic pace; again, entirely a
matter of editing. My conclusion on this is that the area where
the use of computer control of the video might be most
interestingly deployed is in editing: leave as much of the
spontaneity of the original performance in place as possible;
and allow the computer to generate a far greater array of
possible edits of the material than studio time and a manual
approach would allow.
A Ar rt tiis st t’’s s B Bo oo ok ks s 
The role of artist’s books in the project changed as the
project developed, matching the shift from works
accompanied by separate commentary in the early stages to
works with integrated self-interpretation later on.The earliest
function of the books was as a psychological prop, an aid to
creative confidence: I had designed and constructed books of
many kinds for a long while before the project commenced,
gallery publications in the main, and as a curator had worked
with and studied artists’ books over the same period; I felt
confident of my ability to deliver a viable creative result, were I
to combine these two aspects of my previous experience.
Moreover, I recognised in my existing skills, with gallery
publications on the one hand, and screen-based interpretive
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Essentially, it was the same relationship as that which exists
between a novel and a movie: it depends which is written
first, or perhaps which you read or see first: the book of the
film; the film of the book. I recognised that between this
Hollywood extreme and the mundane world of gallery
interpretation material, a version of this kind of pairing could
exist in an individual’s creative practice, which could be
engaging and expressive on the one hand, and communicative,
articulate, and explanatory on the other.
The reality was that in the first phase of the project, the
challenges of realising the screen-based works were so
demanding that the books – requiring skills already well-
learned and established – had to wait.They were relegated to
secondary significance, the poor relations in the pairings I
envisaged, hurriedly realised vehicles for the texts which
remained, in my mind, the essential accompaniment to the
screen works. I do believe that the original vision remains
viable, that of the Gallery Book, like a book of hours, a big
church bible on a lectern, the kind of book that contains a
treaty for signature by world leaders: a few big pages, heavy
materials, thick covers; a thing you open and whose pages you
turn with due sense of occasion if not ceremony.To read such
a thing in the presence of a screen-based work that imparted
related information, that was informed by its content and
whose content it in turn informed, this would be a well-
rounded gallery experience.This sense of occasion was
missing from the flimsy gallery books that accompanied the
early works, although a little of it found its way into the
heavily structured Loss of Gravity publication that went with
the ArtSway show.
By the time of John Bull War and Peace, Gallery Books were
no longer required as vehicles for commentary in text form,
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works – as voiceover, and even as on-screen text, in the case
of Gone in Thirty Seconds. But they took on a greater
significance as additional visual elements in the John Bull…
suite and Oncoming Traffic. In the latter, the book provided an
opportunity which the screen-based works somehow could
not, to focus on the visual element of the passing traffic, to
acknowledge the real objects whose fleeting presence was the
script for the spoken words of the piece. Moreover, the book
also captured the very fleetingness of that presence, for the
image over each car name in the book is the view through
the side window of the car, from an image grabbed from the
video at the moment the words are spoken; almost always
after the car has passed; and often, as a consequence, when
that side view was empty of cars.
The artist’s book which accompanies John Bull War and Peace,
like its commentary, is conceptually integral to the piece: a
huge unbound stack of ever so slightly rumpled A4 copier
paper, the uppermost stamped ‘War and Peace, by Leo
Tolstoy’, the rest inaccessible to hand or eye thanks to
presentation within a showcase. By force of its bulk, this heap
of paper screams ‘documentary evidence’, and drives forward
the ‘confusion of suspension of disbelief’ which the work
depends on: if the 3000 printed pages are here in this
showcase, then what we see on the adjacent screen must be
film of their production.
This completion of a circuit between book and ‘film’ goes well
beyond what I had envisaged in my proposal for the ArtSway
residency. Clearly there are occasions when a book would be
redundant, and those when it is crucial.Thus Title Sequence has
no book; I Want To Be Your Bad Boy barely exists as anything
but a book, which itself barely exists.
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The project provided case-study evidence of:
creative practice based on a curatorial background, training
and experience
creative practice based on a combination of various editorial
and design techniques, especially in video, publication
production, and computer-based presentation.
a programmatic approach to a practice which (1) utilises a
combination of video and other digital media; (2) addresses
curatorial concerns; and (3) does so from an audience-
oriented and educational standpoint.
In broad outline, the project has established that you can use
curatorial concerns combined with related technical skills -
graphics (book design) and interpretive video techniques  - as
the basis for a viable creative practice, and that flowing from
this it is possible to develop a creative practice with specifically
curatorial concerns.The project has also demonstrated the
viability over an extended period of basing a creative practice
on the two parallel strands of work: performance-based video;
and code-controlled, video-based animation.
It has shown, particularly in the works John Bull War and Peace
and Oncoming Traffic, that an artist can interpret his own
actions, and communicate the interpretation as part of those
actions, and that a complex artwork can deliver a more
rewarding experience to its audience through the
accommodation within itself of an exposition and
interpretation of its own purposes.Works such as Land,
Oncoming Traffic: Gone in Thirty Seconds, Title Sequence, I Want To
Be Your Bad Boy, and The Poetics of Space, tested the limits of
this approach in various directions, in particular making the
interpretive element the core of the work (Land, I Want To Be
Your Bad Boy), and making it, arguably, its sole content (Title
Sequence).
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of synthetic time-adjustment techniques in gallery-presented
fine art video and computer-controlled animation could
contribute to visual authority and broaden the compass and
apparent temporal reach of such work, and if not guarantee
suspension of disbelief in an implausible scenario, then at least
make it very much more likely.
Certain works (Oncoming Traffic: Gone in Thirty Seconds,Title
Sequence) demonstrated the value of the still image within
such a practice, suggesting it represents a technical avenue
warranting further investigation.
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